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Abstract

The problem of transmitting line spectral frequencies (LSF) generated by

the Federal Standard 1016 CELP speech encoder over a packetloss net-

wo¡k is considered. Multiple description (MD) coding techniques are

investigated, which reduce the spectral distortion (SD) ìn speech due

to packet losses while using the same transmission rate as the standard

CELP encoder. We focus on exploiting tl-re residual redundar-rcy of the

encoder ouþut to estimate lost packets at the receiver, by using hidden

Markov modeling of the encocler ouþut and estimation based on the

forward-backward algorithm. In particular, the problem of optimizing

index assignments for Markov decoders is addressed. Experimental re-

sults are presented which compare the proposed techniques with other

known techniques, such as linear estìmation and Gaussian mixfure mod-

eling. It is demonstrated that the proposed Markov technique averages

2.18 dB of SD when one description is lost, compared to interpolation of

odd-even split LSFs at 2.99 dB.
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Chapter 1

lntroduction

Speech communìcation networks. such as the public telephone network,

are ubiquitous. For example, in 2005 there \ ¡ere over 2.1 billion mobile

phone subscribers worldwide [1]. Most such networks, such as the pub-

lic switched telephone network (PSTN) [2] and mobile phone networks

[3], use digital communications. Before speech can be transmitted digi-

tally, it must first be converted into a digital representation. This process

begins by sampling the speech signal, which records the signal's value

at discrete times. Next, a speech encoder is used to form a digital rep-

resentation of the samples. The digital representation is transmitted to

a decoder, which reconstructs an approximation of the original speech

signal. This process is iilustrated in Figure 1.1.

Many techniques for encoding speech have been developed [4]. The

Speech Digiral
representation

Reconstrucled
signal speech aW speech

>f Decoder

Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a digital speech coding system.
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speech encoder used in the PSTN samples a speech signal 8000 times per

second (8 kHz), and encodes each sampie independently using 8 bits [2].

Thus the encoder transmits at a bit rate of 64 kbps (kilobits per second).

Other speech encoders, wirich improve the bit rate or the speech qual-

ity, have been developed. Decreasing the bit rate is importan! because

it allows for more efficient use of limited communication resources. For

example, adaptive differential PCM can encode speech at a bit rate of 32

kbps or less, by accounting for the time varying statistics of the speech

signal. Hybrid encoders such as code excited linear prediction (CELp)

[5] can lower the bit rate further, by using a parametric model of hu-

man speech production, and by considering a model of human percep-

tion when encoding the speech signal.

Voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) [6, 7] takes advantage of the Inter-

net for speech communication. The Internet is a packet-based network.

In a packet-based network, long messages are divided into smaller pack-

ets of data, which are transmitted separately. Such networks can exhibit

different behaviour than a dedicated channel. For example, a packet may

be lost or delayed before it can reach its destination. If a packet is 1ost,

then the receiver will be missing the corresponding part of the sender,s

message. One approach for dealing with a lost packet is to ask the sender

to retransmìt the packet, which increases the communication delay (see

the transmission control protocol (TCP) in, for example, [8]). The delay

between two people having a conversation is an important factor in the

usability of a speech system [7]. To help limit the deiay, retransmission

is not tl,pically used in VoIP Instead, packet loss concealment techniques

have been developed which help to conceal the effect of such losses [9].
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One method for reducing the impact of lost packets is multiple de-

scription (MD) coding [10]. In most communication systems, the encoder

generates a single description of an input, which is sent to the decoder.

In a MD coding system, the encoder generates more than one description

for a single input. The descriptions should be t¡ansmitted so that when

one description is lost, it is still possible to receive other descriptions. For

example, the descriptions could be transmitted at different times, over

different channels, or over different routes in a network. In additìon, the

descriptions should be designed so that the decoder. can produce an ac-

ceptable reconstructìon of the source using a subset of the descriptions.

An example of such a technique is to transmit the odd and even sampies

in separate packets. If the packet holding the odd-numbered samples

is 1ost, then it can be estimated from the even-numbered samples in the

other packet, and vice versa [11].

In this thesis, our objective is to improve the quality of speech trans-

mitted over a packet network when packet loss occurs. We restrict our

investigation to the robust transmission of one speech coding parameter,

line spectral frequencies (LSFs), as output by the Federal Standard 1016

CELP speech coder [12]. To this end, we encode the LSFs using mul-

tipie descriptions, which are designed to have the same bit rate as the

LSF quantizers used by the standard CELP encoder. In addition, the sys-

tem is designed so that it does not affect the speech coder's quality when

no packet loss occu¡s. We examine the use of a MD index assignment

(iA) I37l for quantized LSF vectors, as an alternative to odd-even split-

ting. It is known that there is dependence between the LSFs ouþut by

the FS-1016 encoder, and that this dependence can be exploited to im-
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prove decoder performance [13]. In this thesis, we examine several MD

encoders and decoders which exploit such dependence. In particular, we

examine the use of a decoder based on hidden Markov models to decode

descriptions generated using MDIAs, as an alternative to decoders based

on estimating missing LSFs.

Contribution and Organization of the Thesis

This thesis examines the use of Markov model-based decoding for MD

index assignment-encoded LSFs, which the author has not seen previ-

ously. In addition, we deveioped techniques for optimizing IA matri-

ces and allocating bits between LSF descriptions for use with such de-

coders. These proposed techniques are experimentally compared with

other known techniques based on linear estimation, Markov, and Gaus-

sian mixture modeis, which are used to estimate missing LSFs.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes some meth-

ods for speech coding, as well as the calculation and properties of LSFs.

Chapter 3 describes some approaches used for MD encoding, and meth-

ods used previously to estimate missing LSFs. Chapter 4 describes a

Markov-modeÌ based approach for decoding MDs, and proposes tech-

niques for designing descriptions for use with such decoders. The per-

formance of these systems is considered in terms of average distortion

in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the conclusions and describes

related future work.



Chapter 2

Speech Coding

2.1 lntroduction

This chapter briefly describes different speech encoding techniques. The

chapter begins with procedures common to all of the speech encoders,

such as sampling, filtering, and quantization. A description of these pro-

cedures may be found in [14]. Thìs is followed by a description of three

types of speech encoders. Waveform coders [2] attempt to encode the

digitized speech waveform directly. Next is a parametric vocoder, which

does not attempt to match the speech waveform. Instead, the coder uses

a parametric model of human speech production, and speech is encoded

by the model parameters. Finally, code-excited linear prediction (CELp)

[5] is a hybrid technique, which uses a parametric model and also at-

tempts to match the speech waveform. The¡e are many resources which

describe these and other speech coding techniques in greater detaìl, such

as [15]. [16] describes severai standard speech coders in detail. papers

which review speech coders include [a] and [71. This chapter ends with a
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description of the calculation and

(LSF), which are used to represent

encoders. The robust tra nsmission

6

properties of line spectral frequencies

linear fílter coefficients in some speech

of LSFs is the focus of this thesis.

2.1.1 Sampling

Consider a speech sìgnal s(t), where the time f is a continuous variable.

s(l) maybe captured using a microphone, for example. Sømpling converts

the continuous function s(i) into a discrete function, which is required in

order to process the signal digitally. We consider only periodic sampling,

whereby the signal's value is recorded every Ts seconds. Here Zl is called

the snntpling period. Thie sampling process forms

slnl - s(nl") (2.7)

where n is the sample number, whìch takes integer values: n e Z. The

sampling frequency, F", is the number of times per second that the signal

is sampled. ?l and F." are related by the equation

"- 
1"r"

The sampling frequency is measured in Hertz (abbreviated as Hz), which

is defined as one cycle per second. Typical values of F" for speech are

4 : 8 kHz for narrowband coding over a telephone network, or I, - 16

kHz for higher-quality wideband speech [16].

2.1.2 Aliasing

Two signals which are dífferent in continuous time f can be indistinguish-

abie after sampling into discrete time n. This phenomenon is called, aliøs-

i,tg.

(, )\
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Consider a system with sampling frequency {", and assume that the

input to this system is two sinusoids, with frequencies,ll and fi. If

lft - nF") :lJz rnF"l (2.3)

lor any n.n'L € Z, tinen the sinusoids will be indistinguishable after sam-

pling. To avoid aliasing, we must ensure that

Ã'-:9.,tr (2.4)

where,F;,,o* is the highest frequency component in the input signal s(t).

The frequency components of a signal can be determined using the

Fourier transform, which transforms a signal from the time domain - a

function of time ¿, to the frequency domain - a function of frequency /:

s(Ð - l:,s(t)e-i2'nd,t
(2.s)

where .7 - \/ -1.

2.1.3 Filtering

The system has no control over the input signal, so the frequency compo-

nents of s(f) are unknown in advance. To avoid the aliasing problem, the

ìnput signal is generally pre-filtered using a low-pass filter whose cut-

off frequency is less than F"l2.For example, the FS-1016 speech encoder

considered in this thesis uses F'" -- I kflz, and hence a low-pass filter

with a -3 dB cutoff at 3800 Hz 172),
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2.2 Types of Speech Coders

2.2.1 Waveform Goders

The first type of speech coders consìdered here, waveform coders, at-

tempt to fo11oi,t' the sampled input waveform exactly. These encoders

include pulse code modulation (PCM) and differential pCM (DPCM).

Waveform coding is described in detail in [2].

Pulse Code Modulation

A description of PCM, as well as sampling, quantization, and reconstruc-

tion, is given in [14]. A PCM encoder uses a codebook C of values to

approximate, or quantize, a sample. The codebook has ,1.1 : C] en-

tries, identified as Cltl,ClZ),. . ,C[M]-The numbers I,2.. . . .,/l1 are code-

book indices associated with the codebook entries. A distortion function

d(sln). C[¿]) is used to measure the distortion between the original sam-

pled value s[n] and a codebook entry C[i]. Many pCM coders use the

squared error as the distortion function:

d(o.b):(a-b)'¿ (2.6)

For each waveform sample sln], the quantizer finds the codebook entry

C[i] which gives the lowest distortion:

d (sln), clil) { d(sl,nl. cljl), for all .l (2.7)

The codebook index ¿ is transmitted to a decoder, which has a copy of

the encoder's codebook. To estimate the original sample,s value, s[n], the

decoder ouþuts âfn]:

i[n) : c[i) (2.8)
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The set of points which are quantized to Cll] form the itln quøntizer cell

The rralue of the codebook entry Cli] is the ith reproduction leael.

The simplest codebook design is a uniform quantizer. In a uniform

qua:ntize4 the quantizer cell boundaries are equally spaced, and the re,

production level of each cel1 is the cell's midpoint [17]. Consider a uni-

form quantizer's codebook with,41 : ]Cl entries, designed for an input

signal with a range znìin < n ( r",,". Such a quantizer has .,1..1 codebook

entries evenly spaced within the range of the input:

(2.e)

foyi:I...X,L

The uniform quantizer is optimal when using the squared error mea-

sure of (2.6) with a uniformly distributed signal, that is, when all wave-

form amplitudes between :1,,,¡, and rÌnÐ{ are equally likely. However, in

speech signals small amplitudes are more common than large amplitudes

[18], so the probability distribution of speech signals is not uniform. In

addition, if the quantizer cells are uniform, the quantizer error will be

relatively greater for small signals than for iarge signais. To improve the

perceived quality, telephone systems use iogarithmic quantizers, which

have small quantizer cells for small amplitudes. and larger quantizer cells

for larger amplitudes [2].

An approach for designing a quantizer for a sigr-ral with an arbi-

trary probability distribution and distortion measure is the Lloyd algo-

rithm [17]. This algorithm designs a codebook iteratively using training

data, by alternating between quantizing the training data and finding the

optimal codebook entry for the quantized data. More information on this
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algorithm and other topics in quantization may be found in [17].

Differential PCM

In a speech signal, there is usually correlation between adjacent samples.

Because of this correlation, it is possible to estimate future values of the

sìgnal by using its past values. Let P0 be a prediction function which

performs this estimation. We define an error signal e[n], which is the

difference between the predictor's ouþut and the true value of the signal:

e[n) - rln) - P(:rlt]. rl2l.. . . . rln 1l) (2.10)

A commonly used form of P0 is a linear predictor, which estimates a

future sample usit-rg a linear combination of I, past values of the signal:

L

iþzl:fa¿rln-zl

a¡ is a vector of prediction coefficients, i,r'hich weigh the past values of

the input signal to form the prediction. A method for designing a may be

found in $2.3.1, and [19] is an extensive review of linear prediction (Lp)

techniques.

If the predictor is good, then the variance of the error signat e will

be lower than the variance of the original signal. The error signal can

then be quantized with less distortion than the original signal at the same

bit rate. The decoder uses a predictor on its past values to estimate the

future values as well, and adds the received error signal to its predìction,

reversû'rg the encoder's process [17].

Adaptive differential PCM (ADPCM) is an improvement compared to

DPCM. This type of encoder varies the predictor, the quantizer, or boih,

to better suii the input signal's time varying characteristics [2].

(2.71)
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Decoded Speecl

Figure 2.1: Excited LP model of speech production.

2.2.2 Linear Prediction Vocoder

The remainder of this chapter describes speech coders which model the

human speech production in two parts. A time-varying linear filter is

used to model the frequency spectrum shaping due to the speaker,s vo-

cal tract. The input to this filter is referred to as an excitation signal, which

models the effect of the speaker's breath and vocal chords (see for exam-

p1e [a]). Such a system is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The robust encoding

and decoding of these filter parameters for transmission over channels

rr'ith packet loss is the focus of this thesis. A procedure for calculating

and encoding these parameters is described in Chapter 2.3.

An LP-based vocoder (see, for example, [20]) uses a model for human

speech production. Rather than attempt to describe the original wave-

form exactly, the system determines model parameters corresponding to

the waveform. By transmitting only model parameters, the vocoder en-

codes speech at a lower bit rate than PCM, but sounds less natural and

can be less intelligible [271. A vocoder assumes that the speech signal

has uniform statistics over small intervals of time. Tìre speech signal is

divided into contiguous blocks of samples, called f.ames, corresponding

to a small ìnterval of time. The encoder determines the model parame-

ters for each such frame, assuming that the entire waveform in a frame

can be reasonably modeled by the same set of parameters. Each frame

is classified as either ztoiced or unaoiced. Voiced speech is driven by a
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Frequcncy Voiced or
I L n, ui." ' G'rin

'lr 
.^:""" 

l Locrr¡c¡enr\

I Prl,,.,rrin I i /VLl, 
'l'" 

DcL.odcd S¡eccl

/ì-
I 

v/hirc noise 

-Figure 2.2: System diagram of a LP-based vocoder.

speaker's vocal chords at some pitch, which is estimated by the encoder.

The voice's pitch determines the frequency of a pulse train which is used

to simulate the vibration of the vocal chords. Unvoiced speech is driven

by the speaker's breath alone, and is modeled by a random signal. A

gain parameter is used to model the amplitude of the signal. This model

is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Tine vocoder desc¡ibed in [20] operates at 2.4

kbps.

An LP vocoder uses an incomplete model of human speech produc-

tion. For example, some speech sounds such as transitions between

voiced and unvoiced segments cannot be strictly classified as voiced or

unvoiced [a]. The encoder described in the next section does not attempt

to perform such classification.

2.2.3 Code-Excited Linear Prediction

Code-excited linear prediction (CELP) [5], like the LP vocoder, uses a 1in-

ear filter to modeÌ the vocal tract, lr'hich is driven by an excitation signal.

Unlike the LP vocoder, CELP uses an excitation signal selected from a

codebook, and attempts to match the input wavefo¡m. The system con-

sidered in this thesis is the Federal Standard 1016 (FS-1016) CELP [12ì

72
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speech coder, although other CELP systems operate similarlv. This en-

coder operates at 4.8 kbps. What foìlows is a brief description of the

operation of a CELP encoder. For more detail, see for example t1l, t121,

and [16].

FS-1016 samples the speech signal at I." - 8 kHz. The sampled sig-

nal is divided into frames of 240 samples, and each frame is divided into

four subframes of 60 samples. For each frame, the encoder determines fil-

ter coefficients wl-rich approximate the envelope of the voice,s frequency

spectrum for this frame. This filier is ca11ed the short term predictor. Tlne

calculatìon and encoding of the filter coefficients is described in more de-

tail in ti2.3.

Tl-re excitation signal in FS-10i6 is derived from an adaptiae codeboolc

and a stochastic codebook [12]. The excitation signal is determined for each

subframe, and is the same length as the subframe, or 60 samples. The

adaptive codebook is used to model the periodicity of the excitation sig-

nal. It is used to find a sequence of 60 past samples of the excitation

signal which best matches the cur¡ent subframe. The codebook entries

a¡e measured in terms of the 1ag from the start of the current subframe,

to the start of a sequence of 60 past values. Lag in fractions of a sample

are possible through interpolation. The stochastic codebook is used to

model the remainder of the excitation waveform. This codebook has 512

entries, rt'hich are derived from temary-quantized Gaussian-distributed

random numbers. In addition to the codebook entries, the encoder also

determines and transmits a gain value for the adaptive and stochastic

excitation signais. A system diagram of a CELP decoder is presented in

Figure 2.3.

i3
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Decoded

speech

Figure 2.3: System diagram of a CELP-based decoder.

The search for the adaptive and stochastic codebook entries uses ørral-

ysis by syntltesis. The process begins by searching for an adaptive code-

book entry. The encoder passes prospective codewords through the short

term filter, which synthesizes waveforms similar to how a decoder oper-

ates - this is the synthesis operation. For each codeword, the encoder

evaluates the error between the original quantized speech signal and the

synthesized waveform, and the codeword which produces the lowest er-

ror is chosen. The search for a stochastic codebook entry is similar. Now

the excitation signal ìs the sum of the selected adaptive codebook en-

try and the prospective stochastic codebook entry. Again, the encoder

searches for the codeword which minimizes the error between the syn-

thesized signal and the oríginal signal.

The encoder chooses an excitation signal based on an error measure.

The error calculation begìns with finding the arithmetic difference be-

tween the original signal and the synthesized signal. Rather than using

the difference directly, the encoder passes the difference signal through a
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perceptual weighing filter, which takes into consideration the perceptual

importance of waveform components. In FS-1016, this perceptual filter is

derived from the short term predictor, and is intended to shape the quan-

tization noise. Frequencies with greater energy in the spectral envelope

are given relatively less weight by the perceptual filter than frequencies

with less energy. Thus greater error is allowed in high-energy parts of

the spectrum, where the error can be masked by the signal energy [16].

2.3 Line Spectral Frequenc¡es

The previous section described the use of a linea¡ filter to model the effect

of the speaker's vocal tract. Line spectral frequencies (LSFs) are used in

several speech encoders, such as FS-1016 [12] and GSM-AMR [22], to rep-

resent the coefficients of such linear filte¡s. In this chapter we examine the

calculation of LSFs, some of their properties, and how they are quantized

in the FS-1016 r'oice coder. Finally we consider the dependence between

quantized LSFs.

2.3.1 Preparing the lnput Signal

The FS-1016 encoder begins with a speech signal, which is appropriately

low-pass filtered, and sampled at 8 kHz. The standard states that the

filter must have a 3 dB attenuation at 3.8 kHz or higher, and at least 18 dB

attenuatìon at 4 kflz. The encoder operates on non-overlapping frames

of 30 ms, or 240 samples. A 30 ms Hamming window [23] is applied to

each frame. An example of a speech waveform before and after applying

a Hamming window is presented irr Figure 2.4.

15
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Figure 2.4: A sampled speech waveform (a) before and (b) after applying

a Hamming r,r'indow.

The encoder aPProximates the spectral envelope for a speech frame

by using a 10th order all-po1e linear filter:

10

ild:-!a¡Ífn-z]+sþrl (2.72)

:r: is the sampled speech signal, r[n] is the nth sample of the speech signal'

i is a linear prediction of the speech signal, sþr] is the excitation signal'

and a is a vector of prediction coefficients which must be determined'

The encoder uses autocorrelation analysis [19] to calculate the fiiter

coefficients. Consider a prediction error signal e' which is the difference

between the signal's true value r and the linear approximation i:

elnl:r[n]-i[n] (2.13)

The encoder's objective is to minimize the mean squared prediction error
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over the N samples in a frame. Let E denote the mean-squared error:

I .\Á: - f r, nl,' (2.14)
-\ /-

1å, ., _.,\,: 
= )_trln) il,, t' (2.15)
rV'

-+È ('n,*i",q"-¿r) (2.16)l-í-r \ r /
For the sake of compactness,lel r, - r[n] in ihe following matrix. (2.16)

can be expanded and expressed in matrix form:

t,
I "_ 

r t, t.f !. . rn tÍn t¡.t

r ¡\ | ,, ,r" . ,i-, ... Jn-2l¡,-ro

^/-lt'r ll : :t,
L .r¡] r/,1_t0 I,,_2In to .. J'i 1,,

0,1

A2

a1o

Let r"(i) denote the discrete autocoûelation of z with 1ag l:

,,r;r: u lr nl.rln ll

(2.77) may be expressed in terms of (2.18):

:[n:Ln 1

InÏn. 2

:

InIn-lo
(2.17)

(2.i8)

.,(1) 
'l

Ir-(2\ I' l Q'te\'l
r,(10) l

We can calculate the autocorrelation values on either side of (2.19), and

then solve for the unknown a vector. The solution for a is a vector of

prediction coeffi cients.

1\-
\' /..)

,;,î,:;,jj.",:,11,,I

,,:.r"r r,,u''.. r"in, ] | '" ]
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A time series :rln] can be represented in the :-domain using the trans-

formation [23]:

x(,): f r[n]z ,

() )L\

(2.2s)

18

(2.20)

where.z is complex-valued, having a real part r and an imaginary part 1/:

2-rlJU (2.21)

and j : vr:T. Alternatively, ; can be represented in polar form:

',- r\.,).it27, l\ I j>; t2tt.l )) : ¡¡1211 r' (2.22)

where r is the magnitude of -2, , : yF+ f ;,/ is the frequency of z in

Hertz; and {, is the sampling frequency. The angle from the positive real

axis corresponds to the frequency. The positive real line corresponds to 0

Hz, the positive imaginary axis corresponds to F"f lHz, and the negative

real line corresponds to F"f 2Hz.

The 10th order 6lter with coefficients a, determined using (2.79), can

be expressed in the z domain as:

(2.23)

Tlre linear filter system of (2.12) can be expressed in the :-domain as:

xQ): nç¡5ç,¡

r+'here the linear filter's impulse response, H(z),1s given by:

11(.): -!' 4(¿)

This system is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

A pole-zero plot is a common graphical representation of a function in

the .z-domain. A pole is a root of the denominator of the system function,
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.,^, ..f*,'-l" \"/ . - | 
-'--> xl:\

Figure 2.5: Block diagram of linear filter in the z-domain.

indicated by an'x' in the plot. A zero is a root of the numerator of the

system function, indicated by an 'o' in the plot. It is customarl' to plot a

circle to indicate the unit circle, where ]zl : 1. The unit circle is important

in this thesis for two reasons. First, the value of H Q), evaluated along the

unit circle ].1 : 1 corresponds to the fiÌter''s frequency response:

H(f) - HG,j2"rtF') (2.26)

Second, it indicates the stability of the function f1(:). Let 1i(:) be a causal

system¡ that is, its output depends only on the past and present values of

its input signal, and not on future vaìues of the input. If I1(.2) is stable,

then all of the poles of I1(z) will be inside the unit circle. [23], for exam-

ple, has more detail on these topics.

After LP analysis, the encoder performs bandwidth expansion, which

scales the poles of the linear filter toward the origin of the z-axis by a

linear factor ir:

A'(z): A(zl"¡) () )7\

This corresponds to the following oper.ation on the filter coefficìents:

ct', : on ,i (2.28)

where 1 - 0.994. Bandwidth expansion decreases the magnìtude of the

peaks in the filter's frequency response, which can improve filter stabil-

ily, and reduce unnatural chirps or oscillations in the decoded speech

T9
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[16]. The ,4i (z) given by (2.27) is used to calcuiate the LSFs, using the

procedure descrlbed in $2.3.2.

2.3.2 Calculating Line Spectral Frequencies

The line spectral frequencies are calculated directly from the coefficients

of AQ). The process described here is aiso given in [24]. From tl-re filter

coefficients, we form an 11th order filter with symmetric coefficients:

P(:) : A(z) + z tln+I) A(z-1) e.ZS)

:1-|(ar ln*)z r: (ar+a^ r)" t+.. + (a,_.+ ot)z-", +- (m+1)

(2.30)

and an 11th order filter with anti-svmmetric coefficients:

QQ): A(z) _ z \m+1) Á? ') (z.sr)

:1*(or - n,,)¿ tI (at-a^ ,)z 2 +... + (o,- - at)z-,, - z (tn+t)

(2.32)

The original filter A(z) can be recovered from p(;) anð. e(z):

AØ::pe) +e(z)) (2.33)

An important property of P(z) and Q(z) is that their roots a¡e on the

unit circle. The roots of P(z) and Ç(z) correspond to the line spectral

frequencies. The roots are referred to by frequency because they lie on

the unit circle, so they can be identified by frequency alone. The roots of

P(z) and Q(.:) take the form

x : si2rÍ (2.34)

where I is a line spectral frequency, normalized into the range 0 < I < 1.

The frequency in Hertz can be found by calculating /F".

20
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The linear filter,4(z) has 10 poles. It is symmetric about the real axis,

because the input signal is real valued. Because of this symmetry, five

complex values are needed to fully describe,4(z). The polynomials P(z)

and Q(:) have 11 poles each, for a total of 22 complex values. The poles

are on the unit circle, so they can each be described by one real value, for

a total of 22 real values. Two of these poles are constant, so they are not

encoded: P(:) always has a pole at .z : 1, and QQ) always has a pole

at z : 17. This leaves 20 values. The input signal is real-r'alued, so the

poles are symmetric about the real axis, leaving 10 real values to encode.

A graphical example of LSFs, and some of the steps involved in their

calculation, is presented in Figure 2.6. Consider the windowed speech

waveform in Figure 2.6 (a). TLe energy density spectrum of this wave-

form is presented in Figure 2.6 (b). A 10th order all-pole linear filter, as

in (2.72), which approximates this waveform is determined usìng (2.19).

The poles of the resulting filter are presented in a pole-zero plot in Fig-

ure 2.6 (c). The frequency response of this filter is presented in Figure 2.6

(d), with the frequency of the poÌes lndicated by dotted lines. We see

that the frequency of the poles corresponds to the peaks in the frequency

response/ and that the frequency response of the fílter in Figure 2.6 (d)

approximates the shape of the original signal's spectrum in Figure 2.6

(b). Next we determine the polynomials P(z) and Q(.2), using (2.29) and

(2.31), respectively. The roots of these polynomiais are plotted as poles in

the pole-zero plot in Figure 2.6 (e). The roots of these polynomials corre-

spond to the LSFs. The resulting LSFs are shown as dotted lines over the

linear filter's frequency response in Figure 2.6 (f).

21
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0 1000 2000 3000 4000
Frequency IHz]

Figure 2.6: A graphical depiction of LSFs, and the steps involved in their
calculation. (a) is a speech waveform, after filtering, sampling, and ap-
plying a Hamming window. (b) is the energy density of the speech wave-
form. (c) is a pole-zero plot of a linear filter which approximates (a). (d)
is the frequency response of this linear filter, with the frequency of filter
poles indicated by vertical lines. (e) shows the location of the roots of
the polynomials P(z) and Ç(z), which are used to determine the LSFs.
(f) shows the resulting LSFs as dotied lines, superimposed over the fre-
quency resporìse of the linear filter.
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2.3.3 Properties of LSFs

In [25], Itakura describes three important properties of LSFs. First, if a

pole of ,,4(.2) is close to the unit circle, then the corresponding poles of

P(:) and Q(.:) will be close to the original po1e. poles of .4(.:) close to the

unit circle correspond to regions where the frequency response is great-

est. A similar property is described by Paliwal and Atal in [26], who state

that a change in one LSF tends to affect the frequency response in the

vicinity of the changed LSF Combined with the first property, this means

that the frequency of LSFs is related to the filter's frequency response in

an intuitive manner. This characteristic is useful for quantizing LSFs ac-

cording to perceptuai concerns or error weighting, as described in $2.21 .

The second property is that the poles of P(:) and e(z) altemate (that

is, a pole in P(:) is adjacent to two poles in Q(z) and vice \¡ersa), and they

are ordered on the frequency axis, so the I + 1th LSF is greater than the

Ith LSF. This property a11ows us to distinguish between the roots of p(z)

and the roots of Q(z), given only a list of LSFs.

The final property is that the LSF representation simplifies the math-

ematics of locating poles, from finding complex poles to finding half the

number of real poies.

2.3.4 Quantization

Tire FS-1016 CELP voice coder uses a scalar quantizer for each LSF. Let

ú¿ denote the codebook used to quantize the ¿th LSF The number of bits

allocated for each codebook is listed in Table 2.I. Let Crþ.] denote the

ith entry of the codebook for LSF L Let Xln] denote the LSFs from the

z3
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723
LSF

4 5 67 89 L0

Bit allocation 3 4 4 4 43339 3
Quantization levels 8 16 76 1,6 16 8 8 8 8 8

Table 2.1: Bit allocation of LSF quantizers in FS-1016 CELp speech coder
[121

nth frame of a speech signal, and let X¿[n] denote the lth LSF in this

frame. \¡Vhen quantìzing an LSF X¿ [n], the quantizer searches for the

codebook entry tmi,Ì which minimizes the distortion d0 between the LSF

being quantized and the codebook entries:

d (.x ¡lnl, C¡1i,"¡.,1) < d (x r[,n]. c rl.¡l) (2.35)

for a1l z in the codebook. The FS-1016 LSF quantizer uses the squared-

error distortion function:

d(o, b) - (r¡ - b)" (2.36)

Let U¡ln] : i,,.in denote the quantizer index selected for LSF I in frame

n. The encoder transmits the codebook index 1,,.,1,, to the decoder. The

decoder reconstructs the transmitted LSF as X¿ In] - C, [r],,u,].

Quantizing the LSFs as described above could result in cases where

the original LSFs are in order (X,1"] < X¿+rlr]), but the selected code-

book indices produce out-of-order LSFs at the decoder (X,[n] > )f¿orl"]).

To avoid such cases, the quantizer increments and decrements quantizer

indices as necessary. The selected codebook index may no longer mir-ri-

mize the disto¡tion function, but the ordering property will be preserved.

24
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2.3.5 Redundancy in Quantized LSFs

Optimal source coding eliminates any redundancy in the transmitted bit-

stream [27]. llowever, practical source encoders are not optimal. For

example, the encoding procedure used by FS-1016 teaves redundancy be-

tu'een the quantized LSFs [13]. This section examines this redundancy, to

consider its usefulness for estimating missing LSFs. We will begin by es-

timating the mean and variance of LSFs. Next we will consider the mean

squared quantization error of the FS-1016 encoder. Finally we consider

estimating a missing LSF by using a received quantizer index for another

LSF. The calculations in thls section use the training data set described in

Appendix A. Other studies of LSF statistics and the dependence between

LSFs include [24], which presents histograms of LSF distributions, and

the difference Xt - Xt_t. [13] examines the three most significant bits of

FS-1016 quantized LSFs, and finds the dependence between them based

on entropy and the number of redundant bits.

First we consider the statistics of the training set, as a basis of compar-

ison for subsequent work. We begin by calcuiating the mean value of the

Ith LSF in the training set, using l,¡ frames of training data:

Ð{x¡}=*ir,t,l (2.s7)
.\4

The estimated mean value of each LSF is listed in Table 2.2. Next we find

the variance of each LSF in the training data set, that is:

t¡ar(x¿) : E {(x,, E {x,})'} (2.38)

25

Using -\ frames of training data, we estimate

var(x, - lÈ(r,,,,- I irr,r)' (2.3e)
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LSF

1 396.02
2 567.39
3 873.59
4 7264.77
5 1629.48
6 1972.40
T 2390.57
8 2721.57
I 3183.05
10 3 486.83

10 192. i
20 193.6
:t6270.9
51067.9

66 990.4
55 360.0
47 58.1.4

31985.8
17 483.4

1 073.38

612.48
820.30
693 80

2 868.01
3 436.36
2 465.37
1220.52
1 042.50

Table 2.2: Mean, variance and mean-squared quantization error (MSeE)
of each LSF from our training set.

The estimated variance of each LSF is listed in Table 2.2.

Next we consider the mean squared error of the FS-1016 LSF quantiz-

ers. The mean squared quantization error (MSQE) is the average squared

dìffe¡ence between the original value X7lil and the quantìzer,s reproduc-

tion value Î,¡4. fnis is estimated usìng À frames of training data:

E{tx,- x,r'} = f È,r,l,t - xt[i.i, (2.40)t 
t- )

The estimated MSQE for each LSF is listed tnTable 2.2.

Finally we consider estimating the value of an LSF by using the quan-

tizer index of another LSF This configuration is intended to simulate the

behaviour of a decoder, which uses the received quantizer index for one

LSF to estimate an LSF whìch was lost over the communication chan-

nel. We will measure the performance of this estimator using the mean

squared error. The values in Table 2.2 suggest a reasonable range of

squared error values to expect. The variance, in ihe third column, is

Mean

E {x,}
MSQE

(r,- u,)')
Variance

E{(x-tr{x,})'} 
"{
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the squared error of an estimator which does no better than using the

mean value of a missing LSF This is approximately the greatest error we

should expect. The quantizer error, in the fourth column, is the squared

error of an estimator which does as well as the LSF's quantizer. This is

the smallest squared error we should expect.

To estimate X¿ Inl, the estimator uses a single received quantizer in-

dex, namely, the index for LSF /'in frame n r A. Let * denote the esti-

mated value of X. The estimator uses a minimum mean squared error

estimate of X l77l:

x¡lr,l L E {x¿["] I U¿,þ¿ + Al] (2.4r)

The conditional expectation on the right-hand side of (2.41) is estimated

by averaging over the Ii speech frames of the training set. We assume

that the expected value is independent of n, so it is a function of l, l, , and

Â alone. (2.41) is estimated by calculating:

E {x,[r] luyln + al : i] r rPllìlä;il, xlk)r(u¡k + 
^l 

: i)
(2.42)

Iil'Í)-,ì, '\, r (u,lr, -\l : r)

for rl : 1. , . Ctl.The summation limits are over all valid frames in the

training set. The function I 0 used n (2.42) is defined as:

[, if listrue
r(1) a {

lo otherwise

tfa:b
I(a:ö)a (2.44)

We evaluate the performance of the estimator designed tn (2.42) by

using the testing data set, which is described in Appendix A. We evaluate

27
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mean squared error between the estimator's ouþut and the LSF,s true

value, over all valid frames in the -\ frames of testing data:

I 
inirr/\'\ I

rnsc(1./',r)= N_jr{ t (x,þ4 - E{x¡luy(;n+a)}), (2.45)
' In-nu 

.J _A1

For each estimated LSF I : 1....,10, we will vary the estimator,s input

LSF over l' - 7.....10, and we vary the frame offset A over the range

A : -3.. . ..3. The results are presented graphically with a grey scale

representing the relative variance in Figure 2.7. This figure, and the un-

derlying data, indicate the following:

o The best estimator for LSF X¿[n] is always U¿ln], as we wouÌd ex-

pect.

o Five LSFs (1,2,3,6 and 8) have the lowest estimator error from

an LSF in the same frame. The remaining five LSFs (4, ú,7,9 and

10) have the lowest estimator error from an adjacent frame. This

suggests that dependence both within the same frame and between

adjacent frames is important.

. We define the four-connected neighbours of LSF X¿ þzl as LSFs

XL tln], Xalfn), X¡[n i], and X¿þ + 11. The second, third

and fourth lowest average error is always from one of the four-

connected neighbours of ihe lost LSF This suggests that decoders

should account for the dependence between the four-connected

neighbours of an LSF.

o All LSFs have at least one neighbour for which the estimator error

is Ìess tharr 0.6 of the LSF's variance.
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¡ Consider dividing the LSFs of each frame into pairs, (Xiln], X¿11[n])

for I odd. Thus LSFs 1 and 2 form a pair,3 and 4 fo¡m a pair, and so

forth. When considering LSFs in the same frame, Â : 0, most LSFs

(1,5-10) have the lowest estimator error from the other LSF in their

pair. The remaining three LSFs (2,3,4) have the lowest estimator

error from their other neighbour. This result, as well as the success

of vector quantize¡s such as those mentioned in the next section,

encourages us to consider exploiting the dependence in such pairs

of LSFs.

A similar plot is presented in [28], which depicts the dependence within

a frame using correlation coefficients.

2.3.6 Other LSF Quantizers

Some of the residual redundancy observed above could be eliminated by

using more efficient coding schemes. In scalar quantization, each code-

word represents one source sampie, such as one LSF In vector quantiza-

tion (VQ) [17], one codeword represents multiple source samples, such as

all ten LSFs in a frame. The vector codewords a1low the quantizer to ac-

count for the dependence between LSFs ìn the same frame, and allow for

more efficiently shaped quantizer ceils. Quantizing all ten LSFs at once

requires a prohibitively large codebook, so variations of Ve l-rave been

developed to make its use feasible. For example, [26] investigates two

such variations. In split VQ, the ten dimensional vector of LSFs is split

into two or more smaller, more manageable sub-vectors. In multi-stage

VQ, the ten dimensional LSF vector is quantized in multiple stages. The

29
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FigureZ.7: Error (MSE) in estimating LSFs using nearby quantized LSFs.
In each plot, the LSF marked 'x'is the LSF being estimated. The sur-
rounding squares represent the LSFs used to estimate the LSF The rows
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first stage uses a relatively coarse quantizer, and the second stage quan-

tizes the difference between the source vector and the vector selected in

the first stage. Predictive VQ [17] can take advantage of dependence

within a frame, using VQ, as well as dependence between frames, by pre-

dicting t1-re next frame using past frames. [29] examines a system which

uses a switched linear predictor between frames, and quantizes the resid-

ual. The linear predictor is chosen by finding the best match for the frame

being quantized.

2.3.7 Other Distort¡on Measures for LSFS

This thesis uses the squared error measure (2.36) throughout. However,

other distortion measures have been designed to improve the perfor-

mance of vector quantizers for LSFs.

A weighted Euclidean error measure is described in [26]. In this ap-

proach, the squared error is weighted by two factors:

31.

ltl

d(x, *) : l{",,,(x, - T,),)
t:1

The fixed weight c¿ accounts for a person's decreased sensitivity to fre-

quency changes at higher frequencies. It is given the values c¿ : 1 for

L : 7.. . .,8, c,r : 0,8, and c1o - 0.,1. The variable weight zr¿ : lp(.f,)]" de-

pends on the power spectrum's amplitude at the LSF's frequency, p(./¡).

This weight gives more importance to LSFs which form the spectral

peaks, where a small change in frequency can affect a large change in

the spectrum. The constant r is used to tune the relative weights.

The distortion measure in GSM-AMR [22] uses a variable weight sim-

tlar To (2.46). Here the variable weight for LSF I is based on a piecewise

(2.46)
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continuous function of the difference X¿u, X¡_r. If the difference be-

tween the neighbouring LSFs is small, the LSF is given more weight.



Chapter 3

Multiple Description Coding of

Line Spectral Frequencies

3.1 lntroduction

In multiple description (MD) t10l coding, two or more descriptions are

generated for an input. These descriptions are transmitted such that the

loss of all the generated descriptions is less likely than losing the one

description in a comparable single-description system. To accomplish

this, the descriptions may be transmitted at different times, over different

paths, at different frequencies, or using any other kind of diversity. The

descriptions are designed so that receiving a subset of them is useful.

That is, decoding a subset of the transmitted descriptions should give

the receiver an acceptable reproduction of the source. Ideally, receiving

more descriptions should allow the receive¡ to output a more accuÍate

representation of the source.

This chapter introduces the system configuration and notation we use
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in this thesis. Next, several known methods for generating multiple de-

scriptions are reviewed, with an emphasis on methods which have been

proposed for use with speech and audio coding. The methods we exam-

ine for use with LSFs are based on odd-even splitting, which is described

in $3.4.1, and MD index assignment 1371, which is described in g3.4.2.

Later we review known methods for estimating missing LSFs, which we

apply to estimate the missing odd or even LSFs which have been trans-

mitted using odd-even splitting. Finally we review the operatìon of a

memoryless MD index assignment decoder. We will evaluate and com-

pare the performance of these methods in Chapter 5.

3.2 Rate-Distortion Perspect¡ve

In this section, we briefly consider the reiationship between the average

bit rate .R and the distortion D of a coding system. We begin by con-

sidering the rate-distortion function in a single description system. This

is the relationship between the rate -R and the lowest possible distortion

D of a quantizer at the rate .R (or vice versa). A brief description of rate-

distortion functions for single description and MD systems may be found

in [10]. Assume that the source being quantized is memoryless, and the

distortion measure is the mean-squared error. If the rate fi : 0, the best

a receiver can do is ouþut the expected value of the source. The distor-

tion of a system at this rate is the variance of the source, o2. As the rate

-R increases, the source can be described increasingly well. As the rate

-R --+ oc, the distortion decreases, D --, 0. The exact relationship between

these extremes depends on the source.
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In a MD system, the rate-distortion relationship becomes more com-

plicated. In a two-description system, the total rate il is divided be-

tween two descriptions, with rates Ãi and 1?2 respectively, such that

R : Rt * Ãi. The decoder which operates when both descriptions are

received is lhe central decoder, and the decoders which operate on a sin-

g1e received description are tLre side decoders. For each pair of rates, we

l-tave a set of possible distortions, D¡ for the central decoder, D1 for the

first side decoder, and D2 for the second side decoder. Let us consider

some extreme cases in a MD rate-distortion function. Let -Rs¡ and Ds¡

denote the rate and disto¡tion of a single description encoder, respec-

tively. If /?r : Ãs¡, then we have a single description system, where

Do : Dt: Ds¡. Perhaps the simplest MD encoding scheme is repetition,

for which R : 2Rgt, Rt : Rz: J?sn. Here all three decoders have the

same disto¡tion: D0 - Dl : Dz : Ds¡. Repetition appears to use the

rate poorly. The central decoder has a rate of 2As¡, but achieves the same

distortion as a system with half the rate. Most MD systems attempt to

improve upon this performance. In [30], Gamal and Cover describe the

achievable rates for a given distortion in a MD system.

In this thesis, we focus on the case where the central quantizer is fixed

at the same .Rs¡ used by the FS-1016 speech coder. We fix the rate of the

MD encoder at R1*R2 :.Rs¡, and we maintain the same distortion as the

FS-1016 speech coder. Within these constraints, we design MD encoders

and decoders in an attempt to improve the side distortion, D1 and D2.
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3.3 System Configuration and Notation

Non' let us consider the system and notation we use in this thesis. A

block diagram of the system is presented in Figure 3.1. The speaker's

speech signal has amplitude s(f) at continuous time l. s(f) is filtered,

sampled at 8 kHz, and quantized to form "slÀ] for discrete time ft. The

FS-1016 CELP encoder [12] partitions slÀ] into non-overlappin g frames of

2,10 successive samples each, which correspond to 30 ms of s(f), and each

frame is split into four 7.5 rns subframes- Each frame is modelled usìng

a short-term prediction filter, which approximates the frame's frequency

spectrum, and an excitation waveform, which drives the short-term pre-

diction filter. The short-term prediction filter is updated every frame. The

excitation is encoded using a long-term predictor, an excitation codebook

entry, and the gain, which are all updated every subframe. Further detail

on the FS-1016 encoder may be found in Chapter 2, and the references

therein.

The short-term prediction filter for the nth frame is converted to a

vector of ten LSFs (see $2.3). We denote this vector by Xl'nl, where the

index þr.] denotes the speech frame, n : 1. , . . ..À1. l{ is the total number of

frames. To index the ten LSFs in a frame, we will use a subscript l: X¿[n]

for / - 1.. . . . 10. If we exclude the index n, we are referring to the values

of the specìfied LSF, across all lú speech frames:

Xr9{XLl,nl.n:r ¡¡Ì (3.1)

The FS-1016 speech encoder uses ten scalar quantizers, one for each

LSF, to quantize X[n]. These are The central quantizers of the system.

A scalar quantizer Q¿ uses codebook C7 to quantize X¿, following the
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Figure 3.1: System block diagram.

procedure described in $2.3.4. The codebook index selected to quan-

tìze X¡lnl is U¿ In] : Q¿(Jl¡ln]). The codebook entry selected for X¡[n]

ls Î,[n] ! Cr luiln)) This is also called the quantìzer/s reprcductioll oalue

for X¿ln]. We recall from $2.3.4 that the encoder selects codebook ìndices

such that tl-re quantized LSFs are monotonically increasing:

.f,["] < xr1"l <... < .Ê,0[n.] (3 2)

Next, we consider the MD components of the system, which are the

focus of this thesis. To restrict the scope of our investigation, we encode

the LSFs on1y, and we assume that other CELP parameters are transmit-

ted without loss. A MD encoder generates ,4.1 descriptions of U¡[n], which

we denote Ay u!l)ln]. ,ulot)b].We design the MD encoder such that

the decoder will perform the same as FS-1016 when no packet loss oc-

curs. We will describe several approaches for generating these descrip-

tions later in this chapter. For each frame, we form ,1,/ packets. T\e mth

packet holds the rnth description of every LSF in the t.u-.. t", y(-)lnì

Excitarion
Pa¡ametcrs

FS- 1016

cFr P xln'-J LSF 
I

I euant¡zcr l
Encoder

¡¡ttu) lnl

V( ìr)
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denote the nzth packet formed for frame n:

u(-)lnl1 
{ul'",L-,),for / 

: r.. .10} TJ.J,'

The packets are transmitted over an erasure channel to the MD de_

coder. Due to the erasure channel, a packet is either correctly received,

or else it is erased and 1ost completely. Let Uþ") [n] denote the received

version of U!"'l¡n1. We indicate that a description was erased by setting it

to Ø:

vtu)¡n1 : if the channel era"es Uo")ln]
(3 4)

for n¿ : 1 .. ..1.f. If we exclude the superscript oÍ V,Ø) [n], we are referring

to the collection of all descriptions received for the lth LSF in the nth

frame:

Uld 1 
{vt@ln,),m: t. . tvr} (3.5)

Using I{[n], the MD decoder will form an estimate \|n] of the orig-

inal LSFs, X¡[n]. We identify individual values in y as we do with X,
thus fifn] denotes the decoder's ouþut for the 1th LSF in frame rz. We

will consider several different procedures for forming y in this chapter.

The CELP decoder uses this Y along with the excitation parameters to

reconstruct the original speech signai.

Before passing Y to the CELP decoder, we ensure that the LSFs are in

increasing order:

Yl") <vrl"l < .'. < Xol'l (3.6)

We exchange the position of LSFs if necessary. In addition, we ensure a

minimum spacing of 20 Hz between LSFs, {*1ln] - ylnl > 20 Hz, as

in [40]. If two adjacent LSFs are too close, there will be a large peak in the
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corresponding filter's frequency response. In extreme cases, a decoder

can output two exactly equal LSFs, !ln] : Ij*, Inj, which gìves the power

spectrum an infinite amplitude at the corresponding frequency.

All of the decoders in this chapter use statistical properties of LSFs to

conceal losses. Ideally, a decoder would base its decisions on the true sta-

tistical distribution of LSFs. However, we do not know the true statistical

properties, so we estimate them usin¡; a trnining data set, The procedure

we used to generate our training data set is described in Appendix A. We

denote the training data using a dot over the associated variable. For ex-

ample, * denotes the LSFs of the training data before they are qu antized,

and Ù denotes the quantizer indices generated fo¡ the training data. Let

Ñ denote the number of frames of training data.

3.4 Multiple Description Techniques

3.4.1 Odd-Even Splitting

The first and simplest procedure we consider for generating multiple de-

scriptions is odd-even splitting. In the first type of MD coder we con-

sider, the system begins with a traditional single-description coder. Let

y : {a.lt,c.d.} be the output of a single description encoder. Assume

that the MD encoder forms two descriptions, and let these descriptions

be denoted by n1 and zr2. One way these descriptions could be formed

is:

r1 : {o.. c}

z¡o:{b.d}

(3.7)

(3.8)
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We begin wiih two systems which have been proposed for use with

waveform coders. In [10], Goyal describes the origins of MD coding at

Bell Labs. The system described therein transmits sampled voice data

over two physical channels. One channel carries the even,numbered

samples, while the other carries the odd-numbered samples. In [i1],

Jayant and Christensen describe a MD system for transmitting pCM and

DPCM data over a lossy packet network. The authors consider speech

sampled at 8 kHz. The even samples are sent in one packet, and the

odd samples are sent in another. The receiver estimates missing pack-

ets by estimating the missing samples from the adjacent samples in the

corresponding frame. A predictor with fixed prediction coefficients is

described, as well as an adaptive predictor; in which suitable predic-

tion coefficients are determined and transmitted for each packet. The

adaptive predictor gives considerably better performance. Alternatively,

the authors suggest oversampling the speech signal; with oversampling,

the fixed p¡edictors can achieve similar results to the adaptive predictors

without oversampling.

Next we review methods which have been proposed for use with

LSFs. In [31], Lin and Wah describe a MD coding system for CELp over a

packet network. For the LSF data, their approach uses an odd-even split-

ting technique similar to [11]. Rather than divide waveform samples,

though, their approach divides the ouþut LSFs for the analysis frames

into odd and even frames, which are transmitted in separate packets.

To recover a lost packet, the decoder interpolates between the adjacent

frames, which are received in the other packet. To generate multiple de-

scriptions of the excitation signal, the encoder dete¡mines the excitation
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codewords for two 120 sample subframes, instead of four 60 sample sub-

frames in FS-1016, using the same number of bits per subframe. Both

excitation codewords are transmitted in both packets. [41] describes a

more general approach for distribuiing correlated information between

frames, which is used to divide split-VQ LSF vectors among packets.

In 132), Anandakumar et a1. describe a MD coding scheme for CELp

over packet networks. Their approach divides CELp,s parameters into

redundant and non-¡edundant parts. The non-redundant part is trans-

mitted once. The redundant part is transmìtted twice: once, with the

non-redundant data for the same speech frame, and again, piggy-backed

on a future frame. Several methods for dividing the parameters are con-

sidered. The LSFs, the adaptive codebook index, and adaptive codebook

gain are always part of the redundant data. The fixed codebook gain, and

fixed codebook pulses are divided or duplicated between the redundant

and non-redundant parts, in a trade-off between the bit rate and the side

distortion.

To generate such descriptions for the system examined in this the-

sis, we place the odd-numbered LSFs from the nth speech frame in one

packet, U(1)[n], and the even-numbered LSFs in another packet, U(2)[n].

For convenience, we will sometimes refer to these packets ur ¿r(o)[n] or

¿r(") [n], respectively, where the superscripts denote the odd or even LSFs:

(

ui''[,,] u, l,l ! ¿u'l'] 
ror / odd

lø for / even

(

(J,'''ln1 : u," l,) " l' 
fo¡ / odd

[ø1,,] for / even

(3.e)

(3.i0)
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where Ø indicates that this clescription does not hold the corresponding

LSF. Thus our two descriptions are:

¿r{t)[n] : u!',1") - (U{n.1. ø U3lnl, ø Uul"l, . . ,Uslnl, Ø) (3.i1)

¡¡(2)lrtl : uk) l"l : (ø,U2[n]. ø,Ualn), ø ,U6lnl . . . ,Uro[n]) (8.I2)

Odd-even splitting is sensible when the odd descrìptions can be esti-

mated from the even descriptions, and vice-versa. We saw in $2.3.5 that

there is strong dependence between the adjacent LSFs X¿ lrr] ar"rd X711 [n],

and between X¿ln] and X¡[n + 1], so we expect that odd-even separation

of LSFs will i,r'ork well.

3.4.2 Multiple Description Index Assignment

A MD index assignment (MDIA) is a mapping from a central quantizer

index, i, to ,rì.1 multiple description indices, ¿(r). . . . . i(-¡\'/). In MD index

assignment (MDIA) 1371, a quantizer's ouÞut index is mapped into two

or lnore indices, which are the multiple descriptions for the input. Here

we will consider the two description case, as in [37], for a system with

two channels. A scalar quantizer generates a single index i for each input

sample, using the codebook C. From i, a MD encode¡ generates two in-

dices. i(r) and rl(2). These descriptions are transmitted over channel 1 and

channel 2, respectively. The receiver uses three different decoders. The

first decoder is used when only the first description is received, and uses

i(1) as an index into codebook C(1). Similar to the first decoder, the second

decoder is used when only the second description is received, and uses

l(2) as an index into the codebook C(2). The third and final decoder, called

the cent¡al decode¡, is used when both descriptions are received. The
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central decoder combines the two MD indices, and uses the pair (i(1). i(2))

as an index into the original codebook C.

Previously in speech applications, MDSQ has been used for simulated

speech waveforr-:.s [42], and MD vector quantization has been applied to

predictively quantized LSF vectors [43].

Vaishampayan [37] presents a matrix form for visualizing a two-

description index assignment (IA). An example of this matrix-based rep-

resentation is presented in Figure 3.2. The numbers inside the grid form

the IA matrix, which we denote by Z.

The numbers inside the grid form the IA matrix, which we denote

L The matrix is two-dimensional, so this IA is used to generate two

descriptions. The numbers inside the matrix correspond to the indices ¿

which may be ouþut bv thc central quantizer. The numbers outside the

matrix, aiong the top and left edges, are the MD indices, i(1) and ¿(2). i(1)

is associated with the rows of I, and ¿(2) ìs associated with the columns.

Let us consider an example. Let the central quantizer,s ouþut be i - b.

The MD encoder would output ¿(1) : 2 as the first description, because b

is in the second row of I, and z(2) : 3 as the second description, because

5 is in the third column of Z. Now assume that the decoder receives

the pair (ilt) l{z) ¡ : (4,3) over chanlels 1 and 2. By referring to the 4th

ror-t¡ and 3rd column of I, thre decoder can determine that the central

quantizer's ouþut was 9. Similarly, if the decoder receives only 3 over

channel 1 (channel 2 is lost), then the decoder can determine that the

central quantizer index must have been one of 6,7, or 8. The empty

cells of the IA matrix are unused pairs of slde decoder indices. Unused

decoder indices add redundancy to the ouþut, which can improve the
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Central quantizer index

Figure 3.2: An index assignment matrix.

performance of the side decoders.

In the same papel Vaishampayan also describes the design of an op_

timal decoder. First we consider designing the central decoder. Assume

the input to the central quantizer is r, drawn from the random variable

X. Let q1(r) : ¿(t) ¿"r-to1" the MD encoder's ouþut for the first descrip-

tion, and let q2(ø) : ?(2) denote the MD encoder's ouþut for the second

description. Assume that the decoder receives both indices, (i(r) . r.(2) ). For

a central decoder, the pair of received indices specifies the central quan-

tizer index. By evaluating the input dist¡ibution X over al1 points z, we

can find the regions of X for whicl-r q1(r) : 1(r) utr¿ a2(r:) : r.(2), that

is. all the possible input points which would result in the observed de-

scriptions. We fidn the point g which minimises the expected distortion

between the point y and the possible input points.

ao) (i, ,j) : arsmin E {açx , u1¡qtlt çx) : i,, q(r) g) : j}
a

(3.13)

where argmir, is the value of the argument g which minimises the ex-

pression.

For a side decoder, the received index allows us to determine a set of

central quantizer indices which could have resulted in the observed MD

index. Similar to the case of the central decoder, we wish to find a point
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g \,\.hich minimises the distortion between the point 37 and the points of

the input which could have resulted in the observed output index. For a

distortion measure d, the optimal decoders are:

qtr) (i¡ - arsrnrn .E {,i(x u)lq(1)(x) - ¿}

for the first side decoder, and

1)t2) (i.) : argmin -Ð {d(x.y)lq(r)(x) -,}

for the second side decoder.

For the squared-error distortion measure, r.t,(a., b) - (a. -
mal decoder outputs can be determined using the expected

tor. The optimal decoders simplify to:

,ro) (i) : E {xlq(r)(x) : zl

for the first side decoder, and

(3.74)

(3.15)

ö)2, the opti-

vaiue opera-

(3.16)

(3.77)

(3.18)

,J''' t i )

for the second side decoder,

rv(o)(¿,r) : n

-E{xlq('?)(x):¿}

and finally

{xl,?(1)(x) : i, q(2) (x) : j}

for the central decoder.

Finally, Vaishampayan also describes an algorithm for designing the

encoders and decoders used in MD scalar quantizers. In this work, we

use a fixed central quantizer, so we examine only the design of the MDIA.

Compared to odd-even splitting, MDIA can generate more general

descriptions, which may improve system performance. Let å denote the

number of bits allocated for the central quantizer, and let å- be the bit
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allocation for the rr¡th description. b,, may be any number of bits in the

range 0 < b," < ö. Odd-even separation can be considered an extreme

case of MDIA, in which an LSF is alloted zero bits for one of its descrip-

tions, and its full rate for the other. Consequently, any decoder which can

decode MDIA indices can also decode odd-even separated LSFs.

The system proposed in this tl-resis generates two descriptions of

I-![n], denoted Uf 1)[n] ana U,(2)[n], using an IA marrix. Let! denote the

IA matrix used for the lth LSF. Assume that the central quantizer out-

put index is i : UL[n]. To encode this ìndex, the MD encoder finds the

position of i in the IA matrix, I¡. Tlne positior-r of r. along each of the ì.f
dimensions of I¡ are the ,41 multiple descriptions of i. In our system,

lv:t - 2, so the first description is the row of /¿ which holds l, and the

second description is the column which holds z,:

t,¡u!l) [n]. u!' ) 
¡n11 - u,¡n1 (3.1e)

Let I!^) (i) denote the nzth description of i. Using this notation, the de-

scriptions ouþut by the MDIA encoder can also be expressed as:

r¿(')f"l: r!')¡u,¡"1¡

u!')lrl : z!') 1u,¡n11

The descriptions of all LSFs in frame n are combined to form two packets,

¿r{t)[n] and 6r{z)ltl, as in (3.3). We will describe procedures for designing

MDIAs later, ìn Q4.5.

3.4.3 Diverse Encoders

In the second type of MD codìng scheme we consider, the MD coder

uses the ouþut of two different speech encoders to fo¡m the descrip-

(3.20)

(3.21)
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tions. In [33], Hardman et al. describe an approach for MD coding over

a packet network using a combination of an ADPCM encoder and a LpC

encoder. Consìder the nth speech segment. The ADPCM encoder,s out-

put for this segment is placed in packet n, along wiih the LPC encoder,s

output for segment n - 1 (or n - 2, iÍ the encoder is intended for a high

packet loss rate). When no losses occur, the decoder uses only the AD-

PCM representation. If the nth packet is lost, then the decoder uses the

LPC representatìon of this segment, which is stored in the next packet.

This decoder depends on the use of a decoding buffer, so that time spent

waiting for the LPC encoded representation of the speech segment is im-

perceptible.

In [34], Lee describes different MD coding approaches for pCM, AD-

PCM and CELP-coded speech over a packet network. The techniques

described combine the ouþut of two similar encoders to improve the

decoder's performance when both descriptions are received. For pCM,

the proposed system uses a system with identical codebooks for each

channel, and considers the mid-point between codebook entries as pos-

sible reproduction r¡alues for the central decoder. If the input is closest

to a mid-point, one MD quantizer outputs the lower value closest to the

mid-point, and the other quantizer outputs the next higher value. For

ADPCM, one MD encoder quantizes as usual, and tl-re other chooses a

codebook entry which results in a quantizer error with the opposite po-

larity of error compared to the first MD encoder. For CELR the author

describes a system in which the two MD encoders are forced to choose

different excitation codebook entries.

In [35], Zhong and Juang describe an approach for MD-coded speech
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over erasure channels, using diverse encoders. Their approach begins

with the design of a suitable side encoder, which meets the system,s re-

quirements, and attempts to combine the resulting side encoders in a

beneficial malÌner. For waveform coding, the authors suggest using a

differeni vector quantizer fo¡ each MD channel, or using the same Ve
with different time offsets. The authors also suggest encoding both the

origir-ral signal minus the previous encoder's quantizer error, so that the

quantizer error is decreased if a1l descriptions are received. This final

encoder performs better than the others described by the authors.

In [36]. Singh and Ortega desoibe one approach for MD coding for

a predictive coder over an erasure charurel. Their approach uses unbal-

anced MD encoders, such that 1ìr > Ã:¿. The system is designed so that

Do : Dt, that is, the first description alone produces the highest qual-

ity ouþut attainable with the system. The two encoders operate with

independent DPCM encoders, which encode the same output. When a

description is 1ost, the decoder uses the other description for that sample

to determine which quantizer levels could have been output by the iost

description's quantizer for that sample. By looking ahead a number of

samples, the decoder finds the most likely path through the predictive

quantizer outputs.

3.4.4 Correlating Transform

In a MD system based on correlating transforms [38], two or more input

variables are combined using a correlating transform to form two or more

ouþut variables. The outputs are quantized at a higher rate than the

original inputs. The added co¡relation makes it possible to estimate the
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input variables using a subset of the output variables.

In [39], Arean et a1. describe a MD system for the Bell Labs'perceptual

audio coder (PAC) over a packet network. The authors apply a correlat-

ing transform to the transform coefficients which are output by the pAC.

This correlating transform maps pairs of transform coefficients into pairs

of descriptions. The correlating transform has a parameter n which can

be used to trade-off between the bit rate and the added redundancy. The

authors found that simple interpolation works well for low packet loss

probabilitíes, but the correlating transform works much better for a 50 %

packet loss probability.

3.5 Optimal Decoding

An optimal decoder will minimize the expected distortion between the

encoder's input, )f¿ þz], and the decoder's ouþut, ![n]. The true value of

X¿ [n.] is unknown to the decoder, so the decoder's output is based on its

observation, (I/[1], .I/lrv]), for,V received frames. Using a distortion

measure d0, an optimal decoder will ouþut:

{[n] - argnrin { d(y. x) vlll. , yl¡úl}
a

(3.22)

Where argmin, {/(y)} is the value 9 which minimizes the function ,/0. In

this thesis, we use a squared-error distortion measure:

d(a.b¡ - ¡n - tt12 (3.23)

We use the squared error because it is the distortÌon measure used in the

FS-1016 encoder for LSFs, and because it is easv to work with. For the
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squared-error disiortion measure, the solution for (3.22) is given by the

conditional expected value of X¿ [17]:

xfnl : argmnrE {(x7lnl a)" Ivlll, , Y[^']] (3.24)
a

- n{x¿["] lvu|v[2),

It is impractical to implement this decoder directly [44]. In FS-1016, a

single vector Ufn] is quantized using 34 bìts. An estimate of X1[n] based

on even a single received frame, V[n], would require a lookup table with

234 - 77 179 869 184 entries. An estimate based on ly' frames would re-

quire a codebook with 23a N entries. Because this decoder is impractical,

we must consider ways to decrease the problem size. In the foìlowing

sections, we will consider decoders which approximate the optimal de-

coder. The decoders are presented approximately in order of increasing

complexity.

3.6 Estimation of M¡ss¡ng LSFs

In this section, we describe techniques which have been used previously

to estimate missing LSFs based on other received LSFs. We implement

these techniques at the receiver, in order to estimate LSFs which were

lost over the packet network. In particular, we consider the problem of

estímating odd or even numbered LSFs which were transmitted using

odd-even spiitting ($3.a.f) and subsequently lost.

.vlnl.vfn + 1], , Y[^¡]] (3.25)
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3.6.1 Memoryless Decoders

We call a decoder memotyless if its ouþut I[n] depends only on its ob-

servation for this LSF, I{ln], and on a priori information which is stored

in the decoder. A memoryless decoder does not take advantage of the

correlation between LSFs. Such a decoder approximates (3.25) by using:

Yin)-E{x¿þ,1 vl"l} (3.26)

We saw in Chapter 2.3 that there is in fact dependence between adjacent

LSFs. In later sections, we will consider decoders which take advantage

of such dependence. We consider memoryless decoders as a baseline

on decoder performance. Through comparison with later decoders, this

baseline will allow us to determine the importance of expioiting tire de-

pendence between LSFs when decoding.

Memoryless MD decoders have been used in speech appiications pre-

viously. A memoryless MDIA decoder is used to decode multiple de,

scriptions of a simulated speech waveform in [42]. In [41], a memoryless

decoder is used to estimate missing split-VQ LSFs over a packet loss net-

work, and to decode over a bit-error chanlel.

We will consider fwo known techniques for memoryless decoding.

The first uses the mean value of X¿ to recover missing LSFs. The sec-

ond, described in $3.7, impiements the minirnum squared error MDIA

decoder described by Vaishampayan in [37] and summarized here in

$3.4.2. We compare these two decoders to examine the importance of

using index assignments other than odd-even splitting.
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Mean Value

The mean value decoder, which we call L-0, can only use a description

vft')¡n1 if v("ù lr.) - u¿[n]. In other lr,ords, a description must describe

Ur[n] exactly, or else it cannot be used. Odd-even separation, described

in $3.4.1, generates descriptions which fit this requirement. With odd-

even separation, this decoder receives two descriptions for each frame.

However, lor any one LSF in a frame, this is a single-descriptlon decoder.

This decoder serves as a basis of comparison, to determine whether using

multiple descriptions for an LSF can improve performance.

If the lth LSF in a frame is correctly received, this decoder uses the

codebook C¡ to find the LSF's value. If the LSF is missing, the average

value of LSF I is used in pace of the missing LSF:

(
I c ¡ [u,ltl] if vrØ) lnl - u¡[n] for aîy nr € { 1. . . .,1f }Yþl { ß.27t

IE {x'} otherwise

The LSF's average value is estimated by calculating its mean value in the

training data set: 
| \.

E {x¿} = : )_- x,i,l ß.28)
n:I

The estimated average values are presented in Table 2.2 on page 26.

3.6.2 Linear Decoders

In thìs section, ne consider decoders which use a linear equation to

model the dependence between LSFs. Unlike the memoryless decoders

in the previous section, linear decoders can exploit the correlation be-

tween LSFs to conceal losses. The simplest linear decoders conceal losses
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by repeating the previous frame, or by interpolating between adjacent

frames. More sophisticated decoders use vector linear prediction (VLp)

[45, 1-71to conceal losses, by using a linear combination of all the LSFs in

adjacent frames.

Some of the notation and procedure we use is common to all of the

linear decoders. All assume that the multiple descriptions were gener-

ated using odd-even separation of LSFs ($3.4.1). Let W¡ln] denote the

quantizer's reproduction value for I{[n]. We lel W¡[n) - ø if ttre decoder

did not receive its value:

(
I c,tu,¡r11 ir v,r"'t¡4 : uil,1 ror some ?7?win 1{ ' " -¡ '.-- 

ß.2s)
l. otherwise(

The linear predictors work best on va¡iables with zero mean value [17], so

n'e subtract the LSFs' mean values before decoding. We denote a variable

after subtracting its mean value by using a cup - over the variable. For

example, -t,1"] - X¿ [n] - E {,{¿ } is the encoder,s ouþut after we subtract

its mean vaÌue. We let liz denote the received LSFs after their mean value

has been subtracted:

(3.30)

where we estimate E {X¡} as in (3.28). The linear decoders .rse Iiz to

calculate i, which is an estimate of -t. Finally we add the LSFs, mean

vaiues to form {ln] : Xh,] + Ð {X¿}, i,r.hích is passed to the CELp de-

coder. A summary of this notation is presented in Figure 3.3.

(
| Ø if W¡[n, Ø

w¡lnl + |
I

lW E {X,} otherwise
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uy
I Quanti¿cr 1 J Mcan I I Decodcr ] | lvcan 

I

Figure 3.3: Notation used with linear decoders.

Linear Predíction using Past LSFs

This decode¡ estimates a missing LSF {ln] using a linear combination of

-L past frames:

(3.31)

Here we denote the missing LSF by M:lnl: *,1"1, and the LSFs used to

estimate it are

nl!ú : (X¡n- rl. -t¿ln - 2).. ., *,¡, - r.1)' (3.32)

A special case of this decoder isrepetitìon, for which ¿ : i, and a¿10] :
1 for all l. Repetition repeats the most recent correctly received LSF to

conceal losses. Other decoders use differeni fixed constants for each LSF

For example, GSM-AMR [46] uses a¿[O] - 0.9 for all l, so tl-rat missing

LSFs will approach their mean value, instead of simply repeating the past

frame. Simila¡ly, the loss concealment in EIA -96-Cl47l uses a¿10] < 1, and

is designed so that the LSFs tend toward equally spaced vaÌues, which

corresponds to a fiat frequency response.

For the decoder we call L-a, the coefficients a¡ll] are designed to min-

imise the mean squared prediction error (3.23), using the same approach

described for linear prediction analysis of the speech signai in $2.3.1. As

in [17], we calculate the prediction coefficients using:

(

y,l: 
I 
\! 'a'liY[" - 

i] irrÃr'1r't = ø

[Wl,,J otherwise

a, --ø {lw¡e,l} R;l (3.33)
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Decoder Missing, M¿ [n] Present, .Q þr]

L-a
L-b
L-ab
L-ac
L-abc

w,l"l
w,t"]
iv,ú)
iv,l"l
ivl"l

iv,¡" - t1

iv, ,l"l.iv,*rlrl
iv,¡" - t1,iv, ,I"¡.ív*,lrl
ñr,¡"-t1,iv,ln.+t)
ñr,¡" - t1.iv, ,["),iv,*rln],w,[n + t]

Table 3.1: Decoders based on LP from neighbouring LSFs.

where -R is the discrete correlation function, and the superscript -r de-

notes matrix inversion. The correlation matrices are estimated using our

training data:

1

E {MtP,t)t = -. 
j-

.\'_ I_ + 1

1
nÞ.:r-'' _\-_¿+1

i,r
> . Mtlnl(Pr[illl

,--t -t 
\ /

i or"r(nt"t)'

(3.34)

(3.3s)

Linear Prediction using Adjacent LSFs

Now we consider a decoder which uses an LSF's four nearest neighbours

to estimate its value. A missing LSF X[n] is estimated by using:

i'¡lrl: a¡tfn. - 1l + öj )ia¡_r[rr] + t:l+)tfu,*r¡n1 + c¡ia¡fn + t] (3.36)

We use these specific four neighbours because \^/e saw in $2.3.5 that they

usually have the strongest correlation with the missing LSF

A special case of this decoder is interpolatiott, for which ar - ct : 0.5

and öf ) : ôl*) : 0 for a1l l. This interpolates between the lasi correctiy

received LSF and one future LSF to conceal errors. [48] examines interpo-

lation between ¡eceived frames, compared to scalar prediction of missing

LSFs. Interpolation between frames is commonly used for LSFs, for ex-
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ample, it is used to estimate the LSFs for subframes in the FS-10i6 [12]

and GSM-AMR [22] speech coders.

In addition to interpolation, we consider using prediction coefficients

o,, tl-), tt!*), and c¿ designed to minimize the squared predictìon error.

These coefficients depend on the LSF / being estimated. Variations on

this decoder eliminate some of these prediction terms. For example, a

decoder without an added delay frame drops the q term:

i',1"1 : ",úb - 1l + öÍ )y_,[r] + t,(¡*)i.¡-r¡n.1 (J.J/.'

The prediction coefficients must be re-designed for each variation. We

will refer to these decoders using the prcfix "L-", followed by the letters

corresponding to the prediction coefficients used by the decoder. Fo¡ ex-

ample, a predictor which uses a ,Y[" - t], b! )fu, ,["] a.d öf+)VØ+1þ.r,] will

be ca1led L-ab. A1l such decoders we consider are listed in Table 3.1, and

are illustrated in Figure 3.4. The mlsslng column lists the missing LSF

which the decoder estimates, and the present colurnn lists the LSFs used

to estimate the missing LSF.

A decoder which uses 
"¡, 

tt\, ) , tt!*) , and c¿ (which we call L-abc) is

appropriate if all of the adjacent frames are received, but it would depend

on undefined vaiues if an adjacent frame is damaged. To avoid this, the

decoders are designed to use other predictors when adjacent LSFs are

lost. The L-abc decoder depends on four decoders: L-a, L-ab, L-ac, and

L-abc. The decoder is selected based on which adjacent LSFs are present

(or correctly received) as listed in Täb1e 3.1. The other linear decoders

similarly depend on simpler decoders when adjacent LSFs are lost. To

simpli$r the implementation, the decoders use their estimate for X¡ln-t],
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One LSF @ Missing LSF I LSF being estimated

LSF used to form estimate

Y[r. - t], even if it was not correctly received. Thus a vector for frame

n - 1 is always available to estimate frame n, but the decoder's error

propagates forward until a frame is correctly received.

Now rt e consider the procedure for designing predicior coefficients.

The predictors are described in terms of the missing and present LSFs, as

listed in Table 3.1. Consider the decoder L-abc as an example. LSFs are

excluded if they are undefined, for example, LSF l¡t¡L 1[n] would not be

used to estimate iv¡lnl for 1 : 1. Here we have:

"'"'1, 
t1r,.,,1',1' * t'

EËEHHEFFE='EEEE EHE EHE 7å
T#H HßT FËE EHiÉ¡ ¡ÉI !É! IB

L-b L-ab L-ac L-abc

Figure 3.4: Decoders based on LP

MLlnl:

l'Ll"] -

X,ful

It*,'" r].x, ¡[n].x¡ln r rl)'

J {t,,, 
- rl. X¡-¡lnl.x7 1lr,l. x¡, - t1)'

l(*,1,,-tl.x, ¡f,,l ,tr¡, rrt)'

(3.38)

forl:1

forl:2.....9

for I : 10

(3.3e)

(3.40)

We calculate [17]

AL:E{MPt}Râ
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in which E{MPt} is calculated as in (3.34), and Ãq is calculated as in

(3.35). Finally we extract the indìvidual prediction coefficients fuom A¡.

For2{i<9:

(o'.bl ),ttl..c,¡:4, (3.4i)

For 1 : 1we remove the åj ) term, and for / - 10, we remove the Õf+)

term.

Vector Linear Prediction us¡ng Ad¡acent Frames

Now we consider decoders based on VLP, which use all the received LSFs

in adjacent frames to estimate a missing LSF. The VLP-based decoders we

use can be described in general as:

i',¡n1 - a,t¡n 1l + brvln] + c¡i,fn + tl (3.42)

The vectors a.¿,b¿, and c¿ are designed to minimise the squared prediction

error. They must be designed separately for each missing LSF l.

The decoders described in the previous section used only the LSFs im-

mediately adjacent to a missing LSF when decoding. As we sa\ ¡ in $2.3.5,

such neighbours tend to have the strongest correlation with the missing

LSF By comparing a VlP-based decoder to the decoders in $3.6.2, we

will be able io find the importance of the less strongly correlated LSFs in

a linea¡ decoder.

In [49], VLP is used to predict an frame of LSFs using past frames, and

in [50], VLP is used to estimate missing LSFs using multiple past frames,

or from past and future frames. [28] uses VLP to estimate missíng LSFs

by using received LSFs in the same f¡ame. In this section, we combi¡e the
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Decoder Missing, Mfn] Present, Pln]

ivl") úln - rl
ti6)l"l ¡¡olrt.l
t4¡t.)frl tir(.")lr,]
,l'totinl ivln - tl.tñtt,".t¡n.
t¡¡retfn) ivln - r).ú/(.)ln)
iV.,'l Wltt - tt.Wln tl
v\'' ,1 Wln - 1..W" lnt.rVltt - 1

t¡¡t.tln.l iv¡n - t1.t¡¡tùlrl.iv[n + t]

Table 3.2: Decoders based on VLP

One LSF @ Missing LSF E LSF being esrimared

LSF used to form estimate

two approaches to estimate a missing LSF in frame / using a combination

of the received LSFs in frames / - L f , and f + J..

We will refer to VlP-based decoders using the prefix "yLp:' , Íol-

lowed by the letters corresponding to which prediction coefficients are

used. For example, a predictor which uses vectors a*ln f] and by[n]

and does not use c will be called VLP-ab. These decoders are summa-

rized in Table 3.2, and illustrated in Fìgure 3.5. Similar to the previous

sectiory th.e missing column corresponds to the vector of missing LSFs

VLP-a
VLP-b

VLP-ab

VLP-ac
VLP-abc

Legend n
f7-l
LL)

vl,, .t) vt, _ l

Øa= EBE nøÅ LEr
HÊ¿ Hffii ffiNâ HHN HHH

Nffi= EHE AâÅ ØâH HâNØø= EøE øØ= nøø Øøn
VLP-a VLP-b VLP-ab Vlp-ac Vlp-abc

Figure 3.5: Decoders based on VLp
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whiclr the decoder estimates, and the present column corresponds to the

LSFs used to estimate the missing LSFs.

Let us consider the decoder VLP-ab, missing the odd ¡5¡r f,{,)ln], as

an example. Here we have:

Mlnl: xtùlrl

PInl : ((itr¿ - rl)¿, 1*r"r¡n1¡r)¿

(3.43)

(3.44)

where the present vectors are combined into one column vector. We find

the prediction coefficient matrix A as in (3.40). The prediction coefficient

vectors for use in (3.42) can be extracted from -4:

(',::,',:,'.', 
ll] ] ] ". I

[,",,' .," ,0,^,, ,):A" 

''
(3.4s)

As ín 63.6.2, the VLP decoders use their estimate for -t¿ [n - 1], yl",t],
even if it was not correctly received. Thus a vecto¡ for frame n - 1 is

always available to estimate frame n, but the decoder,s error propagates

forward until a frame is correctly received.

A decoder which uses a, b, and c (which we call Vlp-abc) is appro-

priate if all of the adjacent frames are received, but it would depend on

undefined values if an adjacent frame is damaged. The decoder must

use other predictors to handle ¡andom losses. The decoder Vlp-abc uses

eight different r.ector predictors, depending on the combination of re-

ceived descriptions. The eight predictors are ð for missing odd or even

LSFs, ¿b for b missing odd o¡ even LSFs, abc for b missing odd or even

LSFs, ac, and ø. Table 3.3 lists the scenarios in which each VLp is used.
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Received Descriptions
Yl"l Vln + 1l Use Predictor...

(o) or (") Alt VLP-abc
(o) or (c) (") or (") Vlp-abc, after filling wln, + t] using VLp-b
(,) or (") None Vlp-ab
None A1l VLP-ac
None i') or (") VLP-ac, after filling W[n + I] usìng VLp-b
None None VLP-a

TabÌe 3.3: VLP decoding scenarios.

The other decoders in this section sirnilarly use simpler decoders depend-

ing on which combination of descriptions is received.

3.6.3 Gaussian Mixture Model-Based Decoder

The decoder described in this section, which we call decoder NL-S-b, can

use al1 of the received LSFs in a frame to estimate a lost LSF. Through

comparison with the VLP-b decoder described in $3.6.2, this decoder will

allow us to determine whether a non-linear model of the dependence

within one LSF vecto¡ can improve system performance. This decoder is

designed to operate on odd-even separated LSFs ($3.4.1), and its ouþut

is based on:

v(dL"l: E {x(,)lnl I x(")[,¿]] G.46)

when only the even LSFs are received, or

tr"t lfl - o {xt"r¡,¡ I x(d["] ] (3.47)

when only tl-re odd LSFs are received. If both descriptions are lost, then

the decoder outputs the mean value as in $3.6.1. The decoder described

in this section is based on a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [53], which
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is a technique for modelling probability distributions. The approach we

use is from [28], n'hich uses a GMM to model missing spiit vectors of

LSFs.

A Gaussian (or normal) distribution of an 1- dimensional random vari-

able X is given by [53]:

(3.48)

(3.4e)

where ø is the point at which the probability is evaluated, Ð is the covari-

ance matrix of X, and p is the mean value of X. In this thesis, L : 70,

corresponding to the number of LSFs.

A GMM combines two or more Gaussians to model a more compli-

cated distribution. Let c denote the number of Gaussians in the model.

The ith Gaussian has its own mean vector, ¡1,¡, and its own covariance

matrix, tr. The Gaussians are combined by adding them together, after

weighing each Gaussian by a probability Pr (ø¿). The GMM distribution

is given by:

;-t/r ,\f,\:r\: >_ Pr(*,) *,Ð,' '"*p ( õi" ¡t,t'>,,1tr_ ¡1.,t) (3.50)
..r \ z /

In order to apply the GMM, we must first determine the model parame-

ters, Ir,i, Ð¡, and Pr (ø,¡). We use the expectation maximization (EM) algo-

rithm to estimate these parameters, as described in [53].

Once we have determined the model parameters, the GMM can be

used to estimate the missing LSFs. The LSFs are divided into odd and

even descriptions, denoted by X{') and lf ("), respeciively. Assume that

one of the descriptions for frame n is missing. t"t ¡tu)fnì denote the
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present description, utrd t", ¡(',) [n] denote the missing description. For

example, if X(') alone is received, tn"t, ¡tr)lnJ : yl"t[nl, utr¿ ¡{'") fn] :
¡ta[n]. The missing LSFs are estimated using:

v - l,l: u {r", I,l I x, I,,l} (3.si )

We find this expected value by using the procedure described in [28]. We

begin by rearranging the mean vectors and covariance matrices acco¡d-

ing to the missing and present LSFs:

,":(';:)

/",- -, ¡,,,,, \

"'- 
["''- '':'' )

Next we calcuiate the conditional mean vectors, conditioned on the

value of the received LSFs:

,(mtr) _ p(-) + ,(,,,,e)(r:e,r,)) r(X?rlnl _ pA,)) (3.S4)

We calculate the posterior cluster probabilities, as defined in [28]:

p. r*., t'- p' - 
Pr (J ì^/(X'p' nl plur' t,pìr 

r? qq\

Lr,Pr (-L¡t N t x o'fnl. p.(P' .2(,u) 1

Finally, (3.54) and (3.55) are combined to estimate the missing LSFs:

Y @ 
lnl : fPr çan¡t-tù *r''tnt

i:1

3.7 Memoryless Multiple Description Decoder

Now we will consider a decoder which can take advantage of multiple

descriptions for an LSF. We will call this decoder NL-O. This decoder

(3.s2)

(3.s3)

(3.56)
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implements a minimum squared-error decoder for MD scalar quantizers,

as described in [37]. Similar to decoder L-0, this decoder assumes that

the current LSF is independent of all other received LSFs. Again, the

decoder's output is based on:

Y¡[n]: E {x¡[n,] Ul"ll (3-57)

We will begin by defining a function which indicates whether a central

quantizer index could lead to the observed descriptions, Vlnl. After-

wards, we will express (3.57) in terms of such a function. We desc¡ibe this

decoder's behaviour in this manner as an int¡oduction to the Markov-

based decoders in Chapter 4.

Using the IA matrix, Z¿, the decoder can determine which central

quantizer indices may have resulted in the observed descriptions, I{[n].

We use a functior-r aj-) 1U, ¡"1, U0") l"]) to indicate whether it is possible for

the decoder to receive the description 4t'")¡n,.it U,¡n1is the central quan-

tizer index. We 1et Ò("') 0 - 1 if the description is possible, and ò(n ) 0 - 0 if

it is not. If the description is lost, Vr('")[n]: Ø, t]ner. arry central quantizer

index is possible, so Of-)1;. Ø) : 1 lor all ¿. If the description is received,

then å0 depends on the IA matrix:

a,-'¡,. il tf iÍr''-'rit: j ot i Ø

I 
o otherwise

(3.58)

Next we consider combining the output of ð(m) 0 from all descriptions

to form b(). If bt^t çi f1(-)1"]) - 0 for any nr, then ¿ is not a possible

central quantizer index: Uil"] # i. Conversely, if bl"')Q,U@l"l) : t

lot aII nt., then r. may be the true quantizer index. To combine the out-

put of å(-) þ.. t1(-) l"l) Íor all n't, we wish to find the intersection of the
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possible central quantizer indices z indicated by each description. This

corresponds to taking the product of lr('',)0 over all nr:

For convenience, we also define a vector-valued function ó0, which com-

bìnes the value of b¡(i.l\[n]) for ail r, into a vector:

b,(VbD a 
[Õ,(1. 14ln]). tt¡(z,v¡fnl)....,br( cl,Utn.l)l (3.60)

Let us consider an example of calculating ö0. Again, consider the IA

matrix in Figure 3.2. First we examine the case where both descriptions

are lost, so I4(t)ln] : f4(')þr] - Ø. Here the central quantizer may have

output any index, so b¡(1., V¡[n)) : I for a1l i:

b,(.Vl"D : aÍ', (r4(') l"l) - u!'t çv,t") ¡rl\ : [1, 1. 1. 1. 1. 1, 1. 1, 1. 1] (3.67)

Next we assume that the decoder receives the first description UQ) [n) :
3, and loses the second description as before, Ul, ["] : Ø. The third row

of 7 corresponds to U¿[n] : 6, 7, or 8, so:

l\1

b¡(t.v¡[n]) e f[ tf-r¡,, nt"tlfl)

¿Í')(r1(')["]) - 10.0.0.0.0. 1, 1. 1.0,01

a|(Ut")ful): [1 1,1,1.1. t, t.1,1,1]

u,(vld): [0,0.0,0,0. 1, 1, 1.0.0]

(3.se)

(3-62a)

(3.62b)

(3.62c)

Here ó¿(I{þz]) - 1 in positions 6,7, and 8, so the central quantizer must

have ouþut one of [.[[n] - 6, 7, or 8.

Finally we assume that the decoder receive both V(t)[r.] : S, ur-ra

U(') l"l :2. The second column of Z corresponds to U¿ [n] : 5,7, or
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9. Here we have:

¿l') (r4(') þ'l) : 10, 0.0,0,0, 1. 1. 1 0.01

a!') (UQ)l"l): [0,0,0, 0. 1. 0. 1. 0. 1 0]

bt(V[n)) - 10,0,0,0,0 0, 1.0,0,0]

(3.63a)

(3.63b)

(3.63c)

The only i in Õ¡(I{[n]) is in position 7. This corresponds to t]¡ln) - 7, so

Øþr] : 7 must have been output by the central quantizer.

We will see shortly ihat the decoder output depends on

PL (I{fn] U¡[n]: z) which is directly related to the function b0:

Pr'(I{[n] U¡[n] - i) : c(u¡fn))b¡(U¡lnl: t.v¡[n]) (3.64)

The value of r; depends on the channel loss probability, and the number

of descriptions received for u¡ln). in all the cases where we need (3.64),

the c0 is common to both the numerator and denominator, so it will be

simplified out of all further equations. Because c is never used, we are

not concerned about its exact value.

Now we consider the decoder, which generates an estimate lfn] of

the transmitted LSF Xrþ?], based on the observed descriptions V¡ln.]. Let

f : {X¿ | X¿[n] ---+ V¡ln,l] be the set of possible values in X¿ which could

produce the observation I{[n]. An optimal decoder should find a 9 which

minimizes the expected distortion between g and the points in X:

Xlnl : arsmin E {d(X¡g) | X¡ - V¡ln)} (3.65)
II

For a mean squared distortion measure (3.23). this is given by

(3.66)U["]: E {X¡[n] lu¡[n)]
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We expand (3.66) in terms of U¡lnl to obtain:

ctl

rþ,1 : Ð u {x,lnl lu,l"l: i} pr (r.llnl : ¿ I 14þ¡) (3.67)
í:1

Consider the firsi half of (3.67).IÍ tine quantizer's codebook is optimal for

the source, then [17]:

E {x¿[,r] lutlrl: i] - CLlil (3.68)

Next we consider the second half of (3.67). By Bayes'rule:

P'(VI"l lu,l"l: z)Pr (U¿lnl - z)
PL (tf [n] : i ) v¡[tt]) G.69)

Pr (I{fnl lu,["]: i,)Pr (U¡[n]: i)
(3.70)

Dl'], p' (v¡[n] lu¡lrl: *;) er (r-lþrl : r)
Now we consider simpiifying this expression. We assume that the prob-

ability distribution of [-l is independent of n, so that Pr (U¿fnl : i) :
P. (Ø - z). Also, we substitute b¡(i.V¡lnll for Pr (I{lnl u¡lnl - ¡,), ut ¿"-

scribed in (3.64):

pr(r.![n]:¿l r4þ¿l):=j+L:4qgJt{) ß.71)
fj'.' nr t,Ut - l,)t,tfA.Vlnl)

Finally, we substitute (3.68) and (3.71) into (3.67), to obtain:

\.,r_r L':,C,lilPr rØ : i\htti.Ulnl
-¡- l - \.r,'-J

which is rhe equation us". ïïl jT;"::l:.:',Tll" ,r,
Equation (3.72) depends on Pr (U¿ - t), the a priori probability that

the encoder outputs index i. We estimate this using our training data:

ri
P.(Ø:,1= ¡Ir (øl"t- i) Gjs)

n:1

where 10 is the unit indicator function, as defined in (2.43).



Chapter 4

Markov Model-Based

Techniques

4.1 lntroduction

In the previous chapter, we examined decoders which eitl-rer exploit the

dependence between LSFs, or can operate on the output of an MDIA en-

coder. In this chapter, we examine decoders which are capable of both.

Later in this chapter, we will introduce an optimization procedure for de-

signing IA matrices for such decoders. Throughout this chapter we will

continue to use the system configuration and notation introduced in $3.3

and $3.7.

The MD decoders described in this chapter use a non-linear model of

the dependence between LSFs. Specifically, this dependence is modelled

using the transition probability from the quantizer index in one LSF to

another. For example, a decoder's ouþut may be based on the transition

probability from quantizer level i in frame n , I, to quantizer leve1 j in
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frame r¡: Pr (t!þ] : j ) U¡lrt - 1] : i). While the linear decoders in the

previous section use just one parameter for each LSF used to estimate a

missing LSR the decoders in thìs chapter require at least one parameter

per quantizer level of an LSF. This allows these decoders to model more

eÌaborate dependence between LSFs, but the decoders are more compiex

and have more parameters to design. Unlike linear decoders, these de-

coders can take advantage of multiple descripiions for an LSF, such as

the descriptions generated using MDIA described in $3.4.2.

The decoders in this chapter are divided into inter-frame decoders,

which use LSFs in adjacent frames to estimate a damaged LSF, and, intra-

frøme decoders, which use LSFs in the same frame to estimate a damaged

LSF. These decoders modei the dependence between the quantized LSFs,

U¿, as a discrete-time Markov chain (see, for example, [S1]). In a Markov

process, the transition probability to the next state depends only on the

current state, and not on the past. Assume that the output of the central

quantizer for the lth LSF, U¡[n), follows a Markov chain. Then:

Pr(u¿[n]:¿ lu¿[1],...,ut|n, - tl): Pr(U¡ln):i lu¡ln -tl) (4.1)

The decoders in this section model the LSFs, encoder, and channel

using a hidden Markor¡ model 1521. The quantizer indices are the possi-

ble states of the system. For the lth LSR the possíbie states are U¿ €

{t...lCrl}. The ouþut of the central quanrizeç t!ln], is the true state of

the system. The decoder observes the system's state through the received

multiple descriptions, I{fn]. When no descriptions are iost, the decoder

observes the true state of the system, U¡fn). IÍ a description is 1ost, the

tme state of the system is hidden by the effect of channel losses. In this
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case, the decoder uses the received descriptions to estimate the true state.

Decoders based on transition probabilities have been used previously

for speech applications. In [13], intra- and inter-frame transìtion proba-

bilities are used to help decode CElP-encoded LSFs with bìt errors. In

[41], intra- and inter-frame transition probabilities a¡e used to decode

split-VQ encoded LSFs. with either bit errors or erasures. A decoder for

MD-encoded waveforms based on the forward-backward algorithm is

presented in [42]. The decoders described in this chapter combine the

intra- and inter-frame decoding of [13] and [41], with the MD decoding

of [42), to decode MD-encoded LSFs.

4.2 lnter-FrameDecoding

The inter-frame decoders base their ouþut on:

Yl"l:E{x¿l',1 l4ltl ,V[n], .14l¡rl] (4.2)

while assuming that U¿[n] follows a Markov chain. The À¡th frame is the

last received frame used by the decoder to help estimate the damaged

frame n. Unlike the optimal decoder of $3.5, only the lth LSF is examined

when making a decoding decision for X¿. Our decoding approach is

based on the recursive side decoder for muitiple descriptions described

in [42].

Using Past Frames Only

Assume tilat we are decoding the lth LSF in the nth frame. The decoder

described in this section, which we call NL-a, assumes that the LSF being

decoded depends on the descriptions received for ihe LSF l{[nl, and the

70
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1th LSF in past frames, V[1], . , Vln - t). Thus this decoder's output is

based on:

xþ,1 - E{x¿lnl r4l1l, ...,Vl"l} (4.3)

The operation of this decoder is based on the transìtion probability

between system states, specifically, the transition between central quan-

tizer indices. We define a state transition probability 1-na]r|x, Arli. jl for

LSF I:

A,[i, j] A PL (r-llnl : .t I uLln,- 1l - r) (4.4)

This is the probability that the central encoder for LSF I outputs index ,7

for frame n, given that it ouþut index z in the previous frame, n - 1. The

calculation of ,4 is described later in this section, in (4.15).

Now we consider the operatìon of the decoder, as in [42]. As in (3.62),

we expand (4.3) in terms of the encoder's ouþut, U7[n]:

lct

Ytnl : tE{x{nl u¡[n):z]pr(u¿þrl :i)ul\l,..,r4t"l) (4.5)
i:l

Using the relationship for optimal quantizers in (3.68), the conditional ex-

pected value of X,In] can be expressed in terms of the quantizer's code-

book:
Ct

YÃnl:Lc¡tlpr (u¿[n] : ¿ I vlll,. ., r4t"l)
i:1

This is an exact relationship for an optimal codebook, or an approxima-

tion otherwise.

As described in [42], the solution to Pr (U¡ Inl : i I I4l1l, . . , VLn.l\ in

(4.6) can be found using the forward part of the forward-bacboørd nlgo-

rithm for hidden Markov modeis [52]. The forward-backward algorithm

uses a variable a to find the joint probability of the encoded quantizer

(4.6)
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index, and the received descriptions:

dt.,1[i,) + Pr (1411]. . . ., Vl,,l.u¡[n] - i) (47)

Now we consider the calculation of a. Using procedure described in $3.7,

we find the possible central quantizer outputs, br. bt[i,, j) is I if t]r : ,¿

could produce the observation y, : ¡, and is 0 otherwise. We initialise

a¿.,, for the first frame, n - 1:

a¡.1þ.1 : Pr (tlltl : ;)PL (I{ltl

: P'(Ø : i) ch¡(U¡[I):

For subsequent frames, n )> 7, ct¡., is defined

using the transition probabilities and the new

in terms of its past values,

observations:

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.13)

u,[r]: ù
i,ul|l)

(4.8)

(4.e)

aL,ljl : b¡(u{rtl : j. VInl) f -,..,¡!o¡n.,1
i:1

Now we consider calculating the decoder's output, as in (4.6), in

terms of o. By using the definition of a in (4.7):

ctl

yl"l : Ðc,l,lpr (u¿lnl : i. I ul\l,. . ., r4t,l)

c,:¡c,;;W (+.p)A ' L::,Prru,ln1 = r.VtI). .Vln

_ Dr::\c¡ilûr "lil
Ðj1!',"t"rl

Equation (4.13) is used by the decoder NL-a to generate its ouþut.

The decode¡ we just described depends on the inter-frame transition

probabilities, A. These are estimated usíng a histogram-based approach

over the training data. Consider the lth LSF, U¿. The transition count for

this LSF, fr, is a (lCLl xlcrl) matrix. ! [i. j] is the number of transitions from
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quantizer level zl in frame n to quantizer level j in frame n + 1 obseryed

in the training data:

ñr
T,ti il: f r(ú,¡,1 :i) r(ulnr rl:r) é.r41¿-- \ t' /- \-rr' )tr: l

for I : 1 .. . 10. Ñ is the number of training data frames, and I0 is the

logical indicator function, defined in Q.a!. The transition probabiÌities,

Al, are estimated using the transition counts, !:

A,[i,j]L p.(Øþrl : jlu,l"-11-,)
Pr (Ø[',] : j.U¡[n - 1] : ¿)

If1, p. (u,l"l: À. u¿fn - r] : t)

_ :f,[i. )l- tf¡=1,¡

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.77)

4.2.1 Using Past Frames and One Future Frame

Decoder NL-a, described in the previous section, conceals a loss in frame

n by using frames < n. In tl-ris section, we consider decoder NL-ac, which

uses future frames as well:

YL"):E{x¡[',] | 14l1l.,Vl"l. .,I4l^-l] (4.18)

where À > n. is the last frame used by the decoder to help estimate the

damaged frame n. Once again, we assume that the quantized LSFs U¡ lnl

follow a Markov chain, and the fo¡m of this decoder is based on [42]. Us-

ing future frames when decoding may improve performance. However,

waiting to receive future frames increases the decoding delay, which is

an important factor in perceived system quality [7].
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As before, we express the decoder's ouþut (4.18) in terms oÍ u¡[rl:

cL

ït"l - tE {x¡[n] u¡[n]: ;] pL(u¿fnl -- i I ulrl. ..,vb1..., r4tÀ'l)
i:1 

Ø.rg)
As in (3.68), E {)l¡ [n] | U¡[n] : i] can be expressed in terms of the quan-

tizer's codebook:

)ctl

]4ld=ÐcLlilpr(u¿lnl -i,lulll, ..,vfu),..,r41À'l) (4.20)
i:l

This is an approximation for a sub-optimal codebook.

The past frames are taken into account by the forward variable, a,

which is calculated the same as in decoder NL-a. Whereas the forward

decoder considers the transition from past observations to the current

hame n., we now consider the transition from the state in frame n to the

observations in frame n, * 1. As in the forward-backward algorithm in

[52], this is accounted for by the backwards variable, which is denoted

by li'

þr"[i] ! Pr (v¿ln. + 11, , r\[Nl u¡ln] -- i) (4.27)

In our implementation, the decoder uses only a single future frame, to

limit the delay added by the decoder. Thus we modify (4.21) so that.¡ú -
(n + 1):

þ1,"[¡) : h (I\[n + t] u¡[n] : z) (4.22)

The caiculation of B follows the backwards part of the forward-

backward algoriihm [52]. This calculation uses the same transition matrix

A¿ as the forward decoder n (4.4):

)cL

þL"[i] --1,+,¡i. ¡1t',1u,[n + 1] : j,r\[n + t)) (4.23)
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The forward probabilities, o, and the backwards probabilities, B, are

combined to estimate the probability that U¿ln] : ?., based on the full

sequence of received descriptior-rs. This is denoted by 7:

t',"lrl ! er (u¿[n] : i lUlll... .,I41À¡l)

- 
aL."lilþ1,[¡)

Ðtflro,."lslþ' "lil
for all r,.

Similar to the fo¡ward decoder, once we have calculated 7, the de-

coder calculates and ouþuts Y, which is the estimated value of X:
ict

y¡nl :Ðcili.lpr(r/¿[n,] : i)u111,...,v1"1. .,r41Àl) (4.26)
Ì:Ì
'lct

:Ðciil1t"'[i)
i:Ì

4.3 Decoding Based on a S¡ngle Frame

In the previous section, we considered decoding based on the depen-

dence between frames. Now we consider decoding based on a the de-

pendence within a single frame. Unlike the optimal decoder of $3.5, only

the nth frame is examined when estimatin g X¡[n]:

Y¡[n) - E {x¡ln] I Vl"l, .. V1o[n]] (4.28)

The decoder described in this section, which we call decoder NL-b, as-

sumes that the LSFs in a frame are independent of a1l other received

frames. Its decoding procedure is similar to decoder NL-ac. We model

the dependence between LSFs using a Markov chain, as in the inter-frame

decoder. However, in this decoder, the t¡ansition probabilities are con-

sidered within a frame, rather than between frames. Here the transition

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.27)
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probability matrix is based on:

Aíli..il ! P. (Ø*'["f] : i I u¡ll : i) (4.2e)

Aiisa(lc¡lx ú¿+rl)arrayof transition probabilities. We will describe how

to calculate .4' at the end of this section.

To estimate the lost LSF, we use a procedure similar to the forward-

backward algorithm, as described in [52] and as applied in decoder NL-

ac and [42]. Similar to a in NL-ac, a/ accounts for the transitions from

lower-numbered LSFs to higher numbered ones:

a' and B' are calculated similar to before. First we consider the forward

procedure. For the first LSF, I : 1:

o'L,lil 4 er (V1lnl.. . ..I/,olnl, U¡[n): z)

And B' accounts for the transitions to higher LSFs:

Pi."lil l Pr (I{a1[n].. . . , Iz1ol'¿l lu¡lnl: t,)

û\,,li,l : P. (u, : i) cb1(u1lnl - ¡, VLn))

And for the subsequent LSFs, 1 > 1:

o|*Ul - It¡(U ¡ln) : j, Vt l) f a',,, .lil A,]t. .¡)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

Next we consider the backward O.J;;".". In the inter-frame de-

coder, we used only a single future LSF when decoding, to avoid adding

excessive delays. Here the full vector of LSFs, I - 1. . . . , 10, is available at

once, so we can apply the backwards procedure over the full vector with-

out increasing the transmission delay. The backwards procedure begins

by initializing B'for the final LSF, I : 10:

0\0."[i] - 1 (4.34)
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Íor i: I....,)C", . For the earlier LSFs, 1< l0:

cL¡ t

l3',.,lrl : I a',¡i. .i\t, 1U,*, [r] : ;,, V +rl"l) þí *r,.Ltl, Íor i, : t. ., lC¿ l

j:1
(4.35)

We combine the forward and backward probabilities to form 7,:

Aíli, jl n P, (Ø+,lll : j luúfl: ù
Tí(i.i)

- rlï-tr1," Ð

(4.36)

Finally we calculate the decoder's output, by finding the expected value

of the input based on the calculated probability l, as in (4.27):

cti

Ylnl:Ðc¡¿l1i."lxl (4.37)

We estimate the transition probability matrices, Ai, using a

histogram-based approach, similar to the approach we used to estimate

.4¿. The quantizers for the corresponding LSFs have C¿land C¿11]indices,

respectively. We caÌculate and store a lC¿ | x jC¿*1 | transition probability

matrix for each pair of adjacent LSFs in a frame. For the À¡ : 10 LSFs in

a Írame, we must calculate 9 transition probability matrices. We calcu-

late these matrices by couniing the number of coincident indices in our

training data. We denote the C¡ x. C¡*11matrix of transition counts from

the lth to the (1 + l)th LSF as Q'. Using 
^- 

frames of training data, we

calculate:
ñ

riti,i)-¡r(øtl:r) r(ø.,trt: i) (4.38)

!:1
Using the transition counts, {', from (4.38), we calculate the required

conditional transition probabilities:

(4.3e)

(4.40)
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4.4 Combining Decoders

The non-linear decoders we have described so far use either the inter-

frame dependence between LSFs, or the ìntra-frame dependence to es-

timate a damaged LSF. We would like to examine whether taking ad-

vantage of both types of dependence together can improve decoder per-

formance. The approach we consider is to combine the output of two

decoders, one of which uses inter-frame dependence and another which

uses intra-frame dependence. in particular, we consider combining:

o Inter-frame decoder NL-a ($a.2) or NL-ac (tì4.2.1) with intra-frame

decoder NL-b ($4.3). We call the resulting decoders NL-ab and NL-

abc, respectively.

. Paired inter-frame decoder NL-2-a or NL-2-ac with paired intra-

frame decoder NL-2-b (54.6). We calÌ the resulting decoders NL-

2-ab and NL-2-abc, respectively.

Techniques for similar problems have been documented for use over

bit-error and iossy channels. [54] proposes a HMM-based decode¡ for

images, in which the pixels are modeled using a two-dimensional mesh.

For LSFs, [41] proposes a decoder based on the forward-backward algo-

rithm, similar to the one used in this thesis. It uses the equivaient of a

forwa¡d recursion to account for past frames, and three backward recur-

sions to account for the futu¡e frames and for higher and lower LSFs in

the same frame. The approach used in this thesis allows fo¡ the use of

other intra-frame decoders which can estimate quantizer output levels,

such as the decoder based on GMMs.

78
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Each inter-frame decoder forms an estimate of

Pr(u¿lnl 14l1l, . ,V[À']) (4.47)

where À¡ is the last f¡ame used by the decoder to help estimate the nth

irame, and each intra-frame decoder forms an estimate of

Pr (u¡fnl vln)) (4.42)

We will combine the estimate from the inter-frame decoder with the esti-

mate from the intra-frame decoder to estimate:

PL (U¿fnl - i,lUlll, ..,v["],. . . ,I4lÀ,1) (4.43)

For the sake of compactness, 1et .Z denote U¡ lnl, J/ denote

Vl1], ,I4[If], and Z denote l/ln]. We re-write (a.43) in terms of .T, ],
and Z, Io obtain Pr (.X : i y . Z). To simpli$ the problem, we assume

that the inter-frame dependence (]/) and the intra-frame dependence (Z)

are statistically independent given ,t. Then:

D-,y_ j,.\) ?, Pr(X. il))Prrl:¡lZlttr.-t _ pr(rf n
We denote Pr (U¿[n] :,i y,Z) by ô¿,"[z], and we repìace X,!,andZwith
their original meanings above to obtain:

Á r;r A PL (U,[n] : i lUll),. ., t41¡{l)Pr (U¿þrl : t )vlnl)
Pr qt![n] : r1

79

where Pr (.Utl"l : i I UVI,. . , Vl-\l) is obtained from the inter-frame de-

coder, Pr (Ut["] : I I V ln]) is obtained f¡om the intra-frame decoder, and

PL (U¿ In] : ¿) is estimated as in (3.73). We use ô¿ 
"ll] 

to calculate the de-

coder's ouþut, similar to (4.27):

(4.44)

(4.45)

(4.46)
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lndex Assignment Design

In this section, we consider the problem of designing IA matrices. A

procedure for generating multiple descriptions using an IA mat¡ix is de-

scribed in $3.4.2, and decoders whìch operate on such descriptions were

described in$3.7,$4.2, and $4.3. Our objective in this section is to design

descriptions which minimize the distortion between the encoder's input

and the decoder's output.

We do not consider methods for generating an IA matrix directly. In-

stead, r,r,,e define a cost function c(Ti) for an IA matrix 7¿. The cost func-

tion measures the fitness of an IA, where a lower-cost IA is better. Given a

cost functìon and a bit allocation, the simulated annealing algorithm [5S]

(described in Chapter B) is used to search for a low-cost IA matrix. The

procedure we use to optimize an individual IA matrix is based on [56],

which describes and evaluates the use of simulated annealing to design

MDiAs.

In this thesis, the central decoder is fixed as the LSF quantizers used

in FS-1016, so the cost function considers only the fitness when decoding

a single description. Assume that the central quantizer index is U¡fn] : ¿.

Then the expected encoder input is E {X¿þl I U,["]: r.], which we ap-

proximate as C¡lzl, as in (3.68). Let oj'")[4 denote the expected outpur of

the decoder, gìven that the true index is (JL : i, and only the nzth descrip-

tion is received:

oÍ-)lrl : E {xt"l I Øl"l : l,v[n) -uJ'")t"]] (4.47)

This function depends on the type of lA being designed, and will be de-

fined later. Then the squared error between the expected encoder input

80
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and the expected decoder ouþut is (Cilü - o[-) li]), for the ith central

quantizer index. To find the mean squared error for description nz, we

sum the expected squared error for each z, weighed by PL (U¿[n] : t) We

assume that both descriptions are equally likely to be lost, so both de-

scriptions are given equal weight in the cost function. Thus we form the

cost function by adding the mean squared error over both descriptions:

2Ct
.rT¡) I I t. tut: it(Clil - utl" lil\:

m:7 i:I
(4.48)

4.5.1 Bit Allocation Opt¡m¡zation

In addition to optimizing individual IA matrices, we also consider the

problem of allocating bits between the two descriptions for each LSF As

with the procedure used to optimize for the individual IA matrices, the

procedure for optimizing the bit allocation uses a search algorithm with

a cost function.

We begin by ir-rtroducing the notation and optimization constraints we

use for the bit allocations. Let ö¡ denote the number of bits used by the

FS-1016 speech encoder's quantizer for the lth LSF, as listed in Table 2.1.

The total number of bits used by the standard encoder for all LSFs is

Ðil, ¿, - 34. Further, let trjl) and bf2) denote the number of bits allocated

for the first and second descriptions of LSF l, respectively. The number

of bits must be non-negative. The dimensions of the IA matrix for LSF I

are 2Ú1" x zbl") . Weplace two constraints on the bit allocations. First, the

total number of bits allocated for both descriptions of LSF 1 ìs equal to the

number of bits used by the standard encoder for this LSF:

bfl) +u!2) :¡', (4.4e)
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And second, the total number of bits allocated for all LSFs in either de-

scription is half the number of total bits used by the standard encoder:

ltj 10 10

f¡:". \--¿:-': /ç6,) "- ':z_ t ¿_.t \/_",).-''

(4.51)

(4.50)

We use a taboo search [57] to explore possible bit allocations. The

search space of this optimization is the IA matrix bit allocations, ófl) and

b,') for t: 1...10, subject to the constraints listed above. For each ex-

amined bit allocation, the search procedure calls the IA optimization pro-

cedure. The IA optimization procedure finds a low-cost IA matrix for

each LSF, with the matrix dimer-sions selected by the bit allocation search:

2b'¡') x 2b'¡') forLSFl. These ten IA matrices, I¡forl- 1...10,arepassed

back to the bit allocation search, along with the combined cost of a1l ten

IA matrices:
10

\4t,)
where the function c(7¿) is defined by the IA design procedure. This com-

bined cost, determined by the IA optimization procedure, is used as the

cost function of the bit allocation search. To summarize, the bit alloca-

tion optimization is responsible for determining the dimensions of the

IA matrices, while the IA optimization is responsible for determining the

arrangement of indices within the IA matrices, and the cost of these IA

matrices. The bit allocation search procedure ouþuts the IA matrices

with the lowest cost that it encounters during its search.

4.5.2 MDIA for a Memory¡ess Decoder

We begin by considering the design of an IA for the memoryless MD de-

coder described in $3.7. We call the resulting IA the "memoryless' IA.
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This decoder uses no information aside from descriptions of the LSF be-

ing decoded, so the decoder considers only the a priori pr (X¿) when de-

coding LSF l. In this iA design and in all others considered in this work,

we assume that the system uses two descriptions: A,I :2. The approach

used here is identical to the one used in [56], for the case assuming op-

timal quantizers. Subsequent IA designs described in this thesis use the

sarne approach, but with a different cost function.

Let i - Øln] denote the true central quantizer index, and assume

that the decoder receives description rn,: LIrtu) ¡rl : T!"', (ù. By using

the IA matrix, Z¿, the decoder can determine a set of indices which may

have been ouþut by the central quantizer. The function tl"ò(j.I!''(i)),
defined in (3.58), oLltputs a 1 if the central quantizer index j could have

produced the observed description Zf"') 1Z;. es in decoder NL-0 in $3.2,

the received description will be decoded as:

Y["]: Lf_|, C,lLl Pr r(J¡ = ¡ t b','\ t i.T,- t i l
I Á- trt\

Ð;'=i p' (uL : i) r.,1"') çi.tfù çt 11

This corresponds exactly to the expected value of the decoder,s ouþut,

o!'") ¡,i1, i" 1+.+s¡,

-\m),:, Ltl- tclLl I.rrUT : .itb,"' rj.I,-'rittut l,tl:w (4.53)

By substiiuting (4.53) into (4.48), we form the complete cost function for

the design of the memoryless IA. Simulated annealing, described in the

next section, is used to search for good index assignments.

4.5.3 MDIA for an Inter-Frame Decoder

In this section, we develop a procedure for designing an IA matrix which

is optimized for use with the Markov model-based inter-frame decoder
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NL-a ($4.2). The design procedure is developed based on the operation

of decoder NL-a, and we call the resulting IA design the "forward" IA.

The inter-frame IA design begins similar to the memoryiess IA de-

sign. We consider estimating the lth LSF in frame n, when only the nrth

description is received this frame: Utn]: U!'ù ln]. Assume that the cen-

tral encoder ouþut is U¡[n]: i,. The ouþut of decoder NL-a depends on

the decoder's forward probability vector a in the previous frame, n - 1.

To account for this, we assume that the previous frame was correctly re-

ceived, and we consider a step backwards from frame n to frame ¡¿ - 1.

We define a backwards transition probability matríx 87:

Btlr,.jl a Pr (U¡ln - 1l : .i U¡lnl : z) (4.s4)

The procedure we used to calculate -B¿ is presented at the end of this

section, in (4.62). B¡[i..jl can be used to obtain the normalized o¿." r li ]

that the decoder will encounter jf U¡ln) - z and the previous frame was

correctlv received, averaged over n for a1i such frames:

(4.s5)

From frame n - 1, we step forward one frame, as in the forward part

of the forward-backward algorithm used by decoder NL-a ($4.2). The

forward step is based on the forward transition probability matrix .4¿ de-

fined in (4.4). We calculate the expected o for frame n, assuming that

the m.th description is received for frame n. To account for the received

description, we determine whìch central quantizer indices could have

produced the received description U!'") [n]. Any central quantizer in-

dices which could not have produced this description have their prob-

ability in d set to zero. This corresponds to the behaviour of the function

' {r=#5 tu,r,t =,} :',r,,r
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I @!'") Ø - t!*) (*0, which outpurs 1 if r. and fr would both produce the

same description, and 0 otherwise. Thus we calculate the expected a for

frame n:

E {o¿,"[,h] Vln) - ø.U¡ln) - t]
ct)

:2r12!*) f.ù - z!"') f¡)lpr (u¡lrL - rl: t u,ln¡ : i1
j:t

.Pr (U¡ln) - k )u¡ln - tl : 7) (+.56)

Using .4¿ and B¿, (4.56) can be expressed as:

E{oi"¡Ál lUþ1, u;'' uln r}
lct)

, Ð r 1t¡'"),.U - r!'") ( t )) B il,i,, 1l A ¡ l.j. k) @.sz)

We take the time average of (4.57) over all frames and normalize the prob-

abilities to obtain:

o¡ l/. ,r'l : l' )-, t tt','' t i\ : rl''\ t:, \\Btli. JlAtl ¡. Al

ll':r, Ðl':, r@!*) (ù : r!*) &DBili, i)Aili,,.1

By using this estimated o, we estimate the decoder's output as

(4.13) to obtain:

58)

in

\m)':t Ii1'øt;l¿;'' l¡'¡lut Lt)- 
-F;;ï, Ál

which is the oj")fz] we use in the cost function (4.48) to design

ward" IA.

(4.5e)

the "for-

Finally let us consider the calculation of the backwards t¡ansition

probability matdces -Br, as defined in (4.54). These matrices are estimated
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using the inter-frame transition counts, ?1, as calculated in (4.14)

86

B,[¿,.jla Pr'(U¿ln -1]: j U¡lnl:z)

: Pr (U¿[n] : j IULI" + 1] - t)

_ Pr (Utlnl - j.Utln+1.) : i)

t],"!l p' (u,bl - k.u¡n + rl: i)

(4.60)

(4.61)

1:,1 i. il
È ---=# ø.62)

Di'], 
"lÀ. 

i)

4.5.4 MDIA for an lntra-Frame Decoder

In this section, we describe a procedure for optimizing an IA for an intra-

frame decoder, such as NL-b (S4.3). We call the resulting IA matrix the

" intra" IA.

Assume that we are decoding the lth LSF in frame n, and that the true

encoder ouþut is Utl"] - tl. Assume that the decoder receives only the

nrth description for this frame, so Vfn] - Ul"ù lnl. Thus the true encoder

ouþut is not available at the decoder due to packet loss. We recalÌ from

$4.3 that the output of decoder NL-b is based directly on the va¡iable

7¿,,,[k], which is an estimate of the probability that the encoder output

r¡,as ,h, given the observed descriptions. Our optimization procedure ìs

based on estimating the decoder's value of fr,"lk], given that the true

transmitted index is U¡ln] : i, and only the n¿th description is ¡eceived,

averaged over n for all such frames. This estimate is denoted by Jj(-)¡2. f1'

1',0")¡t.t'1a E {'y¿."IÆl lvl"l : ¡¡aùþ),u¡fnl : t,} (4.6s)

We recall from (4.36) that the calculation of -y¿,"lkl depends on o¿."1i],

which is from the forward step of the forward-backward algorithm, and

B¡."]i,], fuom the backward step. We divide the optimization procedure

which follows into two parts, first estimating a¿."12] and then estimating
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B¡."1i]. To simplify the problem, we assume that the íntra-frame decoder

begins at LSF 1 - 1, and ends at LSF 1 * 1. This means that the design

procedure descdbed here cannot take advantage of dependence between

non-adjacent LSFs. We expect that a model which accounts for the other

LSFs in a frame would improve performance, however, this is left as fu-

ture work.

We begin by considering the forward step. For nory we will not take

the MD index received for LSF I into account. Our objective is to estimate:

o',t'"t ¡i . ttl - E { o¿, lÀl I v fu) - u þ,) lnl, u ¡lnl : t} (4.64)

For LSF 1, this is given by the initialization procedure of decoder NL-b:

af'"r¡2. r1 - Pr (u., : À) (4.6s)

Now we consider LSFs > 1. Similar to the inter-frame IA design, we

will first consider a step backwards to the previous LSF, ¿ - 1. Later, the

decoder will perform a forward step from LSF I l back to LSF l. We

consider the probability that U¿ 1[n] : ¡, which is given by:

Bílx..il ! Pr (u¿-1lnl : .7 u¡ln.l: t,) (4.66)

Now we will estimate the decoder's expected average a'for LSF I - 1.

For the inter-frame decoder. we assumed that the previous frame was

correctly ¡eceived. In contrast, here we know that the decoder received

only the mth description for a1l LSFs in the frame. Using the IA, we cal-

culate the probabilíty that the received MD índex is Q$[n] : a:

e, (ø9?r"l : a lu¡lnl: .) : Ï I(r1 tr) : a¡Bifi,r) (4.62)
c:1
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We ínitialize the average a'for LSF I - 1 as:

a¿-rb] e Pr'(U,-r :7; (4.68)

Norv assume that the decoder received the description U!!lln] : a tor

LSF ¿ 1. By considering the IA matrix, the decoder determines which

central quantizer indices could have resulted in this description. For all

other central quantizer indices .i, the decoder sets d¿U] - 0. Combining

thìs knowledge lvith our estimate for a¡._1111, we estimate that a¿-1 will

average:

( n,. ìE t*, '1",1 
' uì"'t n): o j = ttt t[j]ltr)"','t¡ t : ot \4.69)

We normalize this and defìne:

rr^Qr rlJ )0 :
ût ú.tlr(rl:l(ù: a)

(4.70)
Ðtf!,' a,-'[y)I Q!\ @ :')

Now we form our approximation for the expected value of o¡_1 given i,

considering all possible MD indices ø. We combine the estimated prob-

ability that the received MD ir-rdex is ¿, from (4.67), with the estimated

a/ 1 given that the received MD index is a, from (4.70). We sum over all

MD indices a to obtain:

E{o,-'þl 14:i,v:U@)}
r::.'l CLt

= I ",_,0 I o)l r1z, lr): a)Bili.rl (4.71)

From this expected a for LSF I 1, the decoder will perform a forward

step to LSF 1, using the transition probability matrix .4j , . This gives us

our estirnate of a for LSF l:

Qti
a:tØ')þ,kl: ! n{o, ,[:] luL-¿.v

j:1

88

: u('n' j Ai_,lL.Al \4.72)
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in which we use the approximation of E {.} given in (4.71).

Next, we consider the backwards step to estimate B. Our procedure

for tl-re backwards step is largely similar to our procedure for the for-

wards step. Our objective is to estimate:

F',(^t¡t,t1È E {pr.,.lfrl I vþrl - ,¡(")ln1,u¡lnl : t} (4.73)

Based on the operation of decoder NL-b, for LSF 10 this is given by:

þ'r(;") ¡t, t'1 : t (4.74)

Now we consider LSFs 1 < i0. From the lth LSF, we consider stepping

forward to estimate the state probabilities in LSF I * 1. The probability

that U¿.,1[n] : .1, given l, is:

A'¡[2.1] 1Pr (t/¿n1 ln] : .1 ) U¡lnl : i) (4.75)

We recall that only the n¿th description has been received for each LSF in

the frame. so the decoder has received only the MD index qfl In] for LSF

I + 1. By considering the transition probabilities and the IA, we calculate

the probability that the received MD index is U,fl)ln] : a:

,.^-t.r(Url' l"J : o lUtlnl =,) : >, ItTt,tt.r) : ntA',li.tl (4.76\
r:1

We initialize 0 for LSF ¿ + 1 as:

þt*'tjl : I, for all j (4.77)

We proceed with the same reasoning we used for a above to obtain an

analogue oÍ (4.70):

þ'*,ljlIG!ï.) (i) : o)
þL+'.U I al I

Ðtf!\' Ê,*,ldr (zlil fa) : ")

(4.78)
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Now assume that the received MD index for LSF 1 * 1 is a, and consider

the backward step performed by decoder NL-b as in (4.23). After nor-

malizing, this would result ìn the following Bi:

Prlkl: Ð1,'::'t atln..iløt+rl¡ | a1
(4.79)

Df'-!, tj'11' AilE,ilt3,*,U I ")

This will occur with rhe probability P' (U,9) þ4 . a I U[n]: z), Biven in

@.76). We combine (4.76) with @.79) to obtain our estimate for B¡:

p',(^) 
[¡., r]

rlil c,,,1: f t r(r¡aþ):a,)A,li,
û:l :r:l

Now we calculate í,t"ù l¡., k). We take the effect of the IA for LSF I into

account using tG!û (t) : r["'t 6¡, as we did in g4.5.3. We combine the

expected average alpha in (4.72) witLL the expected average beta in (4.80)

to form:

.,,,n1 . t.1 _ a'l'"i¡.klp';'' i.AltrL," rit: rì"' t. tì . -^it ,r : (+.81)

Finally, we estimate the decoder output as in (4.13), using 1f 
('")¡2, 

À1:

,1 L'l-i -A'lt .¡ P, , t ul 
,o.ro,

I,:1 ti \' A'tlu.LlØ tlLtol

^(nrrrr ¡^t'1,c,¡l¡i, - ¡;. l1ut 't: 
-E;¡1, Áj

(4.82)

this definition of of'"t ¡4 is substiruted into the cost fu¡ction (4.48) when

we are designing an optimized IA for an intra-frame decoder.

The cost function we use for íntra-frame IAs (from (4.48) and (4.82))

depends on the IA of adjacent LSFs. To handle this, we optìmize the

IA for all LSFs at the same time. As with the other IA design procedures

presented in this thesis, we use simulated annealing to search for low cost
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IA matrices. We examine each LSF's IA matrix in turn, probabilistically

accepting a small change. After making a small change to one IA matrix,

we update the cost function for the adjacent LSFs, and then proceed to the

next IA. This process is repeated until the stopping condition is reached.

4.5.5 MDIA for a Combined lntra- and Inter-Frame De-

coder

Now we consider the design of an IA for a combined intra- and inter-

frame decoder, such as NL-ab or Nl-abc ($a.a). To form this cost func-

tion, we combine the estimate for a from the inter-frame cclst function

in $4.5.3, with the estimate for -y' from the intra-frame cost function in

94.5.4. These estimates are denoted Uy a|-)¡i. k] and 7;('")l¿. À], respec-

tively. Similar to (4.45) in the combined intra- and inter-frame decoder,

these are combined to form:

(4.83)

Using the quantizer codebook ana 6f"'l ¡2. À], we estimate the decoder's

ouþut, similar fo (3.72):

-(m)r., fl1, c,[a]6/-rlr. alut ttt: __8J,,.1, 
ÃJ

(4.84)

We use this of '"1¡4 in the cost function (4.48) to design an IA for a com-

bined intra- and inter-frame decoder.

4.6 Paired LSF lndices

Al1 of the encoders and decoders we considered so far operate on a single

LSF at a time. Now we consider extending the t¡ansition probability-
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based decoders to operate on a pair of LSFs at a time. We consider pairs

made up of two adjacent LSFs in the same frame. We use a functìon.fl0

to generate an index z for such a pair:

i.: .f ¡ (U¡ln.l,UL+rln)) (4.8s)

for I - 1.3,5.7,9. ,/ is invertible, so we can recover the original single

LSF indices from the paired index.

The LSFs are paired before generating the multiple descriptions. Thus

the MD encoder forms multiple descriptions for a pair of LSFs, rather

than for a single LSF. Similarly, the MD decoder operates on the pair of

LSFs as wel1, and consíders transitions based on pairs of LSFs. For LSFs 1

and / + I in a paired LSF inter-frame decoder, the transition probabilities

are based on:

Arli, jl x Pr ( f (U¡ltz + 11, U¿a1 [n + r] ) : -r I .f @,[n| Ø*, lnl) -,t,) (4.86)

and for an int¡a-frame decoder, the transition probabiiities are based on:

A',1t, ¡l = Pr (/(Q1rlnl, (J¡a3ln Í t)) - 1 f @¡fnl, Ø+r[n]) : ¿) (4.87)

When designing decoders based on pairs of LSFs, our limited training

data becomes a problem. In decoders ìrased on a single LSF, the transition

probability matrices, A¡, have dimensions ]C¿ x ]C¿1. The largest codebook

we use has Crl : 16, so the largest A¡ has 16 x 16 : 256 elements. With

407806 samples of training data, we average 407 8061256 = 1593 training

samples per matrix element, which was sufficient to cover most of the

transition probability matrices. Now consider A¿ for pairs of LSFs. The

paired index for the largest codebooks can take 16 x 16 - 256 different

values, so the largest A¿ has 256 x 256 : 65 536 elements. Our training
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data girres r-ls an averâge of a07806/65 536 = 6 samples per matrix ele-

ment, which is insufficient to cover the matrix. If we use this hìstogram

directly in our decoder, some of the transitions in the testing set will be

missing. In some instances, the decoder will ouþut 7 : 0, so the decoder

must fall back to some other approach.

To help estimate the transition probability matrices for paired LSFs,

we model the transitions probabilities using a GMM ($3.6.3). We do

not use the GMM's ouþut alone, because the GMM we designed gives

poorer performance than the transition counts. Insiead, we add the out-

put of the resulting GMM to the transition count matrices to fill the miss-

ing values. Unfortunately, in addition to filling missing values, the out-

put of the GMM also gives ,4¿ non-zero values at invalid points, where

tlre LSFs are out of order: U¡ ) Lt¡¡. To account for this, we scan through

A¿ and set such invalid points to zero.

The paired LSF decoders, which we call NL-2-a, NL-2-ac, and NL-2,

b, are equivalent to the decoders NL-a (94.2), NL-ac (94.2.1), and NL-b

($a.3), but operate on pairs of LSFs rather than one LSF at a time. The

output of decoders NL-2-ac and NL-2-b is 7. For the inter-frame decoder

NL-2-ac:

tL."lÍL(¿, j)l: Pr (u¿lnl - t,u¡¡1lnl: j Ul|l.V+,[t),... ,I4[¡/], V*,[N])

(4.88)

And for the intra-frame decoder NL-2-b:

tí."]fl¿,t)l: Pr(u¿fnl - i.u¡aln,l : j IV["1,...,V1oln]) (4.8e)

93

For the inter-frame decoder NL-2-ac, the ouþut is the expecied value
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of X¡[n) and X7o1 In], calculated using a procedure similar to (4.27)

Ct CLttl

Yt"l : I Ð cil¿ltmL.ft(¡. t)l
i:t j:I
iCt cu t

Y +'['n] : Ð Ð c, *'lilt' "V L (¡, i )l

(4.e0)

(4.e1.)

For an int¡a-frame decoder, we replace 7 ia,,ith 7'in (a.90) and (4.91). For

the decoder NL-2-a, the ouþut is based on a normalized a¿.,. in place of

1-

4.6.1 MDIA Design for Paired LSF lndices

The IA design procedure for paired LSF decoders is similar to the pro-

cedures described for intra-frame decoders in 84.5.4, and for combined

inter- and intra-frame decoders in $4.5.5. With paired LSFs, however, the

design is based on the paired indices as described in $4.6 rather than in-

dices which represent a single LSF. We do not attempt to optimize the bit

allocation for paired LSFs, due to the computer time this would require.



Ghapter 5

Experimental Results and

Discussion

5"1 lntroduction

In this chapter, we evaluate and compare the performance of the encod-

ing and decoding techniques described in Chapter 3.6. We wiil begin by

describing the evaluation procedure we use. The remarnder of the chap-

ter is dedicated to evaiuating the encoding and decoding techniques. The

decoders are grouped according to which neighbouring LSFs they use to

estimate a missing description. The emphasis of our discussion is on

which techníques make the best use of a particular set of neighbouring

LSFs.

The performance is evaluated using a set of reco¡ded speech signals.

The speech signals are divided into two sets. A training data set is used

to design the encoders and decoders, by providing an estimate of the

statistics and dependence between LSFs. A separate testing data set is

95
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used to evaluate the performance of the designed systems. To generate

the data sets, we encode the TIMIT [58] recorded speech database using

the FS-1016 CELP speech coder [59]. We use the training and testing data

sets recommended in the TIMIT documentation. The procedure used to

generate the data sets is described in further detail in Appendix A.

The FS-1016 speech encoder outputs excitation parameters, and LP

coefficients which are encoded as LSFs. To simplify the scope of this

work, the encoders and decoders operate only on LSFs, and assume that

the excitation parameters are received error-free by the decoder.

To compare systems, we use a distortion measure which can objec-

tively evaluate the system performance. Because the proposed systems

operate oniy on LSFs, we would prefer to use a measure of the distortion

in LSFs alone. We recall that LSFs are used to model the spectral enve-

lope due to the speaker's vocal tract. Tlne log spectral distortion (SD) [60] is

a commonly used metric for evaluating the difference between two spec-

tra in speech appiications. In thìs thesis, the spectra we compare are the

power spectrum before quantization, P(.f), and the power spectra out-

put by the decoder, Þi¡;. fnese power spectra can be determined from

the LSFs by determining the polynomials P(z) and Q(z) given that the

LSFs are their roots, then using (2.33) to determine the fiiter's,4(z), and

calculating [26]:

96

,, ,, - 
7

' \J ) - ÀlA\e'' rt")'

the calculation of P(/) is similar, with I in place of ,4. The log SD is given

by the 1og of the root mean squared difference between these two power

(5 1)
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spectra [26]:

(s.2)

As in [26], n'e evaluate the SD over the range J - 0 - -3 kHz rather than

over the full sampling frequency. This is because the higher frequencies

outside this range are iess perceptually important. Rather than evaluate

the integral in (5.2) directly, we use a discrete approximation similar to

[16]:

r,:_-.2sDI 1 v )- (toto*'nP(|.,r \I l0ì,'g,oPtfl.rr \rJ (5.3)

\ ':''
where À is the number of discrete points at which the SD is sampled, and

¡1 < ¡/ is the number of points necessary to approximate the frequency

range. We use lú : 240, which corresponds to the number of samples

in the speech segment. For the range 0 - -3 kHz out of {, : 8 kHz,

We are lnterested in some perspective on the range of values fo¡

SD. According to [26], the requirements for transparent or impercepti-

ble quantization are: an average of 1 dB, less than 2 7o of frames are in

the range 2 - 4 dB, and no frames are > 4 dB. Following these criteria,

the SD results in tl-ris thesis are reported in terms of the average SD, the

percentage of frames in the range 2 - 4 dB, and the percentage of frames

over 4 dB. Tl"re performance of the FS-1016 CELP encoder on the testing

data set, wìthout losses or bit errors, is presented in Table 5.1. We expect

this distortion to increase when losses occur.

The FS-1016 encoder, as well as all other systems considered in this

thesis, use 34 bits per frame to encode the LSFs for one frame. However,
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Average Spectral 7o Frames
Distortion [dB] 2-4dB >4dB

Error-free transmission 15.81 0.271.56

Table 5.1: SD of the testing set.

Index Description
Assignment Number

Bits Allocated for LSF..
3 45 67 8T2 970

1 3 0 4 0 4 0 3 0 3 0
2 0 40 40 3 0 3 0 3

Odd-Even

1 12227 3112 2
2 2222302271

Memorvless

i 113 2321112
2 2 312L12221

Forward

113230272't2
22127472L21

Intra

1 1322721.27 2
2 2722312121

Intra-Forward

Paired (all) 3

4
3

3

J

J

Table 5.2: Bit allocations for IAs.

for the MD encoders, the 34 bits are divided into two descriptions with

17 bits each. For the odd-even and paired index MDIA designs, the bit

allocations were based directly on ihe bit allocation used by the FS-1016

encoder. For the other MDIA designs, the bit allocation was determined

using the optimization procedure introduced in $4.5. The bit allocation

fo¡ each LSF in our MDIAs is presented in Table 5.2. By design, all of

the encoders and decoders have the same distortion as FS-1016 when no

losses occur. We are interested in finding and emphasizing the difference

between approaches. To this end, we measure and report the SD onìy for

damaged frames, which are frames for whìch one or more description is

1.44
234
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I One of two descliptions for one frame

E Lost riescription
--_--l

! l:P-"I:d_b_t91k_ i

Fram( (r 5'l--1--:- l-
Figure 5.1: Isolated loss pattern.

Iost.

We begin evaluating the encoding and decoding schemes by using the

best case loss scenario, which w e call anisolated loss. We define an isolated

loss as the ioss of one description, while all other descriptions used by the

decoder to estimate the lost description are correctly received. A recur-

ring pattern which meets this requirement for a1l the decoders considered

here is: al1 descriptions are correctly received for frames .f : l,J 5,...;

only description 1 is received for frames T - 2,6.10....; and only de-

scription 2 is received for frames ,f : 4, 8, 12.. . .. This ioss pattern, which

we call an isolated loss pattern, is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

The distortion during isolated losses approximates the distortion of

damaged f¡ames when losses are rare. This is because most packet losses

are isolated when the loss probabilify is low and losses are independently

distributed. Also, we will see that the relative performance of decoders

under isolated losses tends to carry over to the performance at higher loss

probabilities as we1l.

In addition to isolated losses, we also consider the performance of

decoders subjected to uniformly distributed random packet losses. Let
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P¿ denote the packet loss probability. To simulate the packet loss distri-

bution, we use a uniform random number generator, which generates a

random nunìber r in the range 0 ( r' < 1 for each description of each

frame. If r 1 P¡, the description is 1ost. At \ow P¡, most losses are iso-

lated. As P¿ increases, non-isolated losses become more common. When

a non-isolated loss occurs, some of the informatlon used by the decoder

to estimate the damaged frame is not avaìlable. On average, the decoder

has less information to estimate damaged frames, so the average distor-

tion increases.

5.2 MemorylessDecoding

We begin by considering memoryiess decoders, which use only the de-

scriptions received for an LSF to estimate its value. We expect that de-

coders which exploit the redundancy between LSFs will improve upon

such decoders' performance.

First, we investigate the usefulness of an optimized MDIA with a

memoryless decoder. For this experiment, we use a memoryless decoder

which we call NL-O ($3.7). We test two multiple description schemes:

odd-even splitting of LSFs (53.4.1), and an optimized IA which we call

"memoryless" (see 54.5.2 for the design procedure and Table 5.2 for the

bit allocation). With odd-even splitting, NL-O uses an LSF's mean vaÌue

to estimate the missing LSFs. With an MDIA, NL-O uses side codebooks

to estimate the value of a damaged LSF The performance of these sys-

tems is presented in Table 5.3. We find that the memoryless IA performs

an average of 0.59 dB better than odd-even splitting at the same bit rate.

100
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Index A\.erage Spectral 7o Frames
Assignment Distortion [dB] 2-4dB >4dB

NL-0 Odd-Even
Memoryless

Repetition Odd-Even

26.74 7r.51
45.25 50.41
.18.61 37.16

5.15
1,.56

3.76

Table 5.3: Performance of memoryless MD decoding and repetition.

This result encourages us to consider the use of MDIA with more sophis-

ticated decoders.

Next we test a decoder which uses odd-even splitting and estímates a

missing LSF by simply repeating its vaÌue from the previous frame. We

call this decoding scheme "repetition" ($3.6.2). The performance of this

decoder is also presented in Table 5.3. Repetition performs an average of

0.80 dB better ihan NL-O with a memoryless IA. This shows that the pre-

vious frame is a good predictor for the current frame. Below, we attempt

to exploit such correlation to improve decoder performance and MDIA

design.

5.3 lmproving Repetition

Assume that the lth LSF ìn the nth frame ìs lost. The L-a decoder (83.6.2)

uses a linear combination of the lth LSF in the p previous frames to esti-

mate the missing LSF. Here p is called the predictor order. Repetition is a

special case of this linear decoder, in which the prediction order is 1 and

the prediction coefficient is fixed at a : 1. The performance of decoder

L-a is presented in Table 5.4. Using an optimized prediction coefficient

gives L-a a small improvement in performance compared to repetition,

decreasing the average distortion by 0.04 dB. This shou,s that repetition
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Predictor Average Spectral 7" Frames
Order Distortion [dB] 2-4dB >4dB

Repetition
L-a

Interpolation
L-ac

3.76

3.71

J./1
too
2.99

48.61 37.16
53.19 36.37
53.89 36.03
53.87 36.02
52.95 20.72
ã3.39 20.77

Table 5.4: Performance of decoders which improve on repetition.

is not the best possible predictor of future frames. Next we evaluate

whether increasing the prediction order can improve performance fur-

ther. The performance of L-a with p : 2 and 3 is also presented in Ta-

ble 5.4. Here, using more than one past frame makes little difference in

the distortion.

If a decoder uses frame n * 1 to help decode the rzth frame, we say that

tlris decoder uses a future frame. If we can tolerâte an increased decoding

delay, and frame n + 1 is available, we can use interpolation ($3.6.2) be-

tween frames n 1 and n + 1 to estimate a missing LSF in frame r¿. The

performance of interpolation is also presented in Table 5.4. Interpolation

decreases the average distortion by 0.77 dB compared to repetition. This

demonstrates that using a future frame in addition to a past frame is a

better predictor than using the past frame alone. Fìnally we consider im-

proving interpolation by optimizing its prediction coefficients. The use

of optimized prediction coefficients in L-ac ($3.6.2) makes little difference

in the distortion compared to interpolation.

1.02

1

1

2
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Predictor Average Spectral 7o Frames
Order Distortion [dB] 2-4dB >4dB

L-a

NL-a

,\.tJ

.t.tlõ
3.64

1

2

1

2

53.19 36.37
53.E9 36.03
53.12 35.43
54.12 31.27

Table 5.5: Linear and nonlinear prediction from past frames.

5.4 Non-Linear Decoders

In this sectìon, we attempt to improve the performance of the decoders

considered in the previous section, by using a non-linea¡ model of the

dependence between LSFs. We begin with a decoder which uses the tran-

sition probability from LSF I in frame n - I to estimate a damaged LSF

I in frame n. We call such a decoder NL-a ($4.2). Table 5.5 presents a

comparison between this decoder and L-a, using odd-ever-r splitting to

generate the descriptions for both decoders. Using the transition proba-

bí1ity instead of a linear model improves the disiortion by 0.04 dB. This

suggests that a linear decoder captures much, but not all, of the depen-

dence between the same LSF in adjacent frames. As shown in Table 5.5,

increasing the prediction order to 2 improves the performance further, by

0.08 dB compared with a linear predictor. Here the non-linear relation-

ship between frames becomes more important in a second-order predic-

tor, than in a first-o¡der predictor. If the transition probability between

LSFs was truly governed by a Markov chain, as we model them in this

thesis, we would not expect to see an improvement from using two past

frames instead of one.

Next we evaluate the NL-a decoder with other IA matrices. The re-
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Index Average Spectral 7n Frames
Assignment Distortion [dB] 2-4dB >4dB

L-a Odd-Even
NL-a Odd-Even

Memoryless
Forward

L-ac Odd-Even
NL-ac Odd-Even

Memoryless
Forward

3.68

3.,19

2.99
3.00

2.94
2.84

53.19 36.37
¡1t 1¡l ,t ,1D

59.02 30.28
61.6 26.10
53.39 20.71

53.50 20,86
60.76 16 60
63.03 13.23

Table 5.6: Using non-linear decoders to improve performance.

sulting performance is presented in Table 5.6. As we observed with NL-

0, using an optimized IA improves performance compared to using odd-

even splittìng. Use of the memoryless IA improves the average distortion

by an average of 0.11 dB compared with odd-even splitting. Using an lA

matrix which is designed to work with this decoder, which we call the

forward IA ($4.5.3), improves the performance further, by an average of

0.08 dB. This demonstrates that IA design can be improved by using the

proposed technique, which exploits the dependence between frames and

the behaviour of the decoder.

Finally we evaluate the use of a future frame to improve the perfor-

mance of decoder NL-a. We call the modified decoder NL-ac (g4.2.1). If

the r¡th frame is damaged, this decoder accounts for the transitions from

frame n. - 1 to frame n, as well as the t¡ansitions from frame n. to frame

n* 1. The performance of this decoder is presented in Table 5.6. When us-

ing odd-even splitting, NL-ac does not improve performance compared

to the linear decoder L-ac. In fact, the distortion becomes slightly worse,

partly because our assumption of optimal scalar quantizers (see (3.68)

1.04
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Figure 5.2: Performance
losses.
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of inter-frarne decoders subiected to random

and the discussion in $3.7) does not hold for this data set. If we use

E{X¡ U¡lnl} in place of C¡[U¡[n]] in (4.13), the distortion drops siighrly,

to 2.98 dB. The use of ar-r optimized IA improves performance compared

to odd-even splitting. The memoryless IA improves the average distor-

tion by 0.06 dB, and the forward IA improves the average distortion by

another 0.10 dB.

5.4.1 lnter-Frame Decoders with Random Losses

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the decoders examined

so far when they are subjected to randomly distributed packet iosses.

We consider the average distortion of damaged frames, as a function of

packet ioss probability. The distortion of correctly received frames is ex-
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Figure 5.3: Performance of inter-frame decoders using one future frame,
subjected to random losses.

cluded to emphasize the diffe¡ence between decode¡s. The performance

of several decoders which do not use a future frame is presented in Fig-

ure 5.2, along with the performance of the best memoryless decoder for

comparison. The performance of several decoders which use a futu¡e

frame are presented in Figure 5.3.

At low loss probabilities, most of the random Ìosses are isolated, so the

distortion with randomly distributed losses is approximately equal to the

average isolated loss distortion we saw earlier in Tables 5.3,5.4, and 5.6.

As the loss probability increases, losses in adjacent frames and the loss

of both descriptions for the same frame becomes increasingly common.

Such losses give the decoders less residual informatíon to estimate the

damaged frames, so the average distortion increases.
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At high loss probabilities, most decoders hold the same ranking as

they did for isolated losses, and most decoders follow a similar increasing

trend in distortion. We observe two notable exceptions. Firsi, the mem-

oryless IA begins to out-perform the forward IA for the NL-a and NL-ac

decoders. This is because the forward IA ls designed assuming that an

adjacent frame is available, which becomes less Ìikely at higher loss prob-

abilities. Second, the interpolation and repetition coders perform rela-

tively worse than other decoders as the loss probability increases. Most

decoders either use descriptions which describe a1l the LSFs in a frame,

or they slowly approach the LSF's mean value. In contrast, repetition and

interpolation repeat a previous LSF exactly, which seems to put them at

a disadvantage when the same LSF is lost in successive frames.

5.5 lntra-Frame Decoding

In this section, we consider decoding damaged LSFs by using the depen-

dence between LSFs in the same frame. We begin by considering L-b

(93.6.2), an intra-frame linear decoder. If the lth LSF in the nth frame

is missing, L-b estimates it by using a linear combination of LSFs I - I

and I f 1 in frame n. We use odd-even spiitting to generate multiple

descriptions for L-b. We compare L-b to a memoryless decoder, NL-O,

which we examined earlier. The results of this comparison are presented

in Table 5.7. L-b performs an average of 1.35 dB better than NL-O. This

shows that using the dependence between LSFs in a damaged frame can

improve decoder performance.

Next we compare L-b to VLP-b (53.6.2), again using odd-even split-
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ting. VLP-b uses a linear combination of all five correctly received LSFs

in a damaged frame to estimate the five missing LSFs. The performance

of VLP-b is given in Table 5.7. We find that this decoder improves the

average distortion by 0.05 dB compared to L-b. This shows that using al1

of the LSFs received for a frame can impro\¡e performance compared to

using the adjacent LSFs alone.

Next we consider a non-linear decoder, NL-b (i]4.3). If the lth LSF is

damaged, NL-b estimates it using the transition probability from LSF I - 1

to LSF l, and from LSF I to LSF 1+ 1. Once again, we use odd-even split-

ting. As shown in Table 5.7, this decoder improves on the performance of

L-b by an average of 0.04 dB, but its performance is slightly worse than

VLP-b. The improvement relative to L-b shows that there is a non-linear

relationship between adjacent LSFs, but the ability of VLP-b to use a11 five

correctly received LSFs in the damaged frame gives a greater benefit.

Now we consider possible improvements to NL-b. First we evaluate

the impact of different IA designs. The results of this evaluation are also

presented in Table 5.7. The memoryless IA performs an average of 0.26

dB worse than odd-even splitting. This is the opposite of the relative

performance with NL-O in $5.2. With NL-O, a iess accurate description of

all ten LSFs from the memoryless lA was better than receiving five LSFs

correctly from odd-even splitting. On the other hand, with NL-b, having

the original quantized value of every second LSF is more useful, because

it means we both have a more accurate representation of the received

LSFs, and we can use the more accurate reprcsentation to estimate the

mìssing LSFs. Using the intra-frame IA (54.5.4), which is designed for an

intra-frame decoder, gives a 0.08 dB improvement in average distortion
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Index Average Spectral 7o Frames
Assignment Distortion [dB] 2-4dB >4dB

45.25 50.41
61.31 24.19
61.49 22.83
61.72 22.86
61.89 27.r7
64.57 79.46
62.01 21.68
65.87 12.67

Table 5.7: Performance of intra-frame decoders.

compared to VLP-b, and performs better than alÌ intra-frame decoders

r,ve've examined so far.

Next we consider NL-2-b (54.6). which operates similar to NL-b, but

decodes based on pairs of LSFs. To estimate the pair of LSFs (1. I + 1),

this decoder uses the transition probability from the LSFs (/ - 2, I - 1) to

(l,l+ i), and from (1. l+ 1) to (l+2,1+3). The performance of this decoder

is presented in Table 5.7,both for an odd-even IA, and for a paired LSF

intra-frame IA which was designed for this decoder ($4.5.a). With an odd-

even IA, this decoder performs 0.04 dB better than NL-b with the same

IA. With the paired intra IA, this decoder's average distortion is 0.24 dB

better than any intra-frame decoder we have considered so far.

Finally we consider a decoder which models the dependence between

all ten LSFs in a frame, by using a Caussian mixture model. We call this

decoder NL-Sb (53.6.3). As with VLP,b, NL-Sb works with odd-even sep-

arated LSFs, and uses all five received LSFs to estimate the missing LSFs.

The performance of this decoder is presented in Tâble 5.8. The average

performance improves as the number of Gaussian clusters increases, and

NL-O Memoryless
L-b Odd-Even
VLP-b Odd-Even
NL-b Odd-Even

Memoryless
Intra

NL-2b Odd-Even
Paired Intra

4.56

3.16

3.08
.1. 1J

2.84
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Number of Average Spectral % Frames
Caussians Distortion [dB] 2-4dB >4dB

VLP-b
NL-sb (GMM) 2

4

8

16

61

J.1t)

3.09
3.03
3.00
2.98
2.97

61.49 22.83
61.93 21,90
61.3 21.13
61.43 19.48

6i.28 18.70

61.09 18.2.1

60.87 18.01

Table 5.8: Using GMMs for intra-frame decoding.

[28] reports that this trend continues. At 64 clusters, NL-Sb performs

an average of 0.16 dB better than the previous best intra-frame decoder

for odd-even separated LSFs. This shows that a non-linear decoder can

benefit from using more than just its neighbours to estimate a missir-rg

LSF However, by using a different MD encoding scheme, decoder NL-2-

b decreases the average distortion by an average of 0.13 dB compared to

NL-Sb with 64 clusters.

5.6 Combined lntra- and lnter-Frame Decod-

ing

In this section we consider decoders which use a combination of inter-

and intra-frame redundancy. We begin by considering two linear de-

coders. Assume that the lth LSF in frame r¿ ís lost. Decoder L-ab ($3.6.2)

uses a linear combination of the lth LSF in frame n - 1, and LSFs / - 1

and I + 1 in frame n, to estimate the lost LSF VLP-ab ($3.6.2) uses a lìn-

ear combination of the entire frame r¿ - 1 and all correctly-received LSFs

for frame n. The performance of these decoders is presented in Table S.9.
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lndex Average Spectral
Assignment Distortion[dB]

7o Frames
2-4dB >4dB

NL-a
NL-sb (GMM)
L-ab
VLP-ab
NL-ab

NL-2-ab

Forward
Odd-Even
Odd-Even
Odd-Even
Odd-Even
Memoryless
Fo¡r.r,ard
Intra
Intra-Forward
Paired Intra-F

?qR

2.97

2.77

2.89
2.77
2.69
2.66

60.56 27 _32

61.08 18.25
68.94 13.10
65.70 9.91

66.73 10.09
65.06 11.22
64.23 11.16
65.44 5.77

6r.92 9.81

53.89 7.12

Table 5.9: Performance of combined intra- and inter-frame decoders,
wiihout using a future frarne.

In addition to the combined decoders, we also present the performance

of the best inter-frame decoder, NL-a, and the best intra-frame decoder,

NL-Sb. VLP-ab improves on L-ab by an average of 0.2 dB, making it the

lowest distortion decoder we've seen so far. Not only is VLP-ab the best

decoder we've seen so far, ii is also computationaily simpier than NL-a

or NL-Sb.

Next we consider the decoder NL-ab (94.4). If the lth LSF in f¡ame n

is missing, NL-ab uses the transition probability from LSF I - 1 to I and

from LSF I to I _]- 1 in frame n, as well as the t¡ansition probability from

the lth LSF in frame n - I to the damaged LSF. The performance of this

decoder, with several iA designs, is also presented in Tabie 5.9. When us-

ing the odd-even, memoryless or inter-frame IA, NL-ab performs worse

than VLP-ab. With the intra-forward IA (94.5.5), decoder NL-ab is the

best performing decoder we've seen so far, at an avera ge of 2.66 dB.

We consider improving NL-ab by operating on pairs of LSFs, rather
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Index Average Spectral 7o Frames
Assignment Distortion [dB] 2-4dB >4dB

NL-ac
NL-sb (GMM)
L-abc
VLP-abc
NL-abc

NL-2-abc

Forward
Odd-Even
Odd-Even
Odd-Even
Odd-Even
Memoryless
Forward
Intra
Intra-Forward
Paired Intra-F

2.86
2.98
2.6r
2.47

2.46
2.54
2.15
2.42

2.1 9

62.69 13.76
61.08 18.25

66.32 7.17
59.75 4.90
62.33 5.13
60.53 7.84
59.17 5.89
60.19 5,26
56.84 5.25
47.09 3.66

Table 5.10: Performance of combined intra- and inter-frame decoders.
using a future frame.

than on one LSF at a time. This decoder uses a combined inter-intra frame

paired IA ($4.6.1). In this system, the IA, and the intra- and inter-frame

transition probabilities, are al1 based on pairs of LSFs. We call such a de-

coder NL-2-ab ($a.6). NL-2-ab performs better than NL-ab by an average

of 0.19 dB. As we have found previously, there is a benefit from consider-

ing multiple LSFs simultaneously, both in decoding and in IA design.

Now we consider decoding using a combination of inter- and intra-

frame reduldancy, while using a future frame. The performance of such

decoders is presented ìn Tabie 5.10. This table also presents the perfor-

mance of the best inter-frame decoder, NL-ac, and the best intra,frame

decoder, NL-Sb. Once again, we find that all the combined decoders we

consider ouþerform the best intra- or inte¡-frame decoder. All of these

decoders outperform their counterpart whích does not use a future frame

by an average of at least 0.26 dB. Most of these decoders also out-perform

decoder NL-2-ab, which is the best combined inter- and intra-frame de-
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--x- L-ab
+ NL ab, Odd-Even

--1- VLP-ab
O NL-ab, lntra-Forwa¡d
ú NL-2-ab, Forward
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Figure 5.4: Performance of combined ìntra- and inter-frame decoders,
without using a future frame, subjected to random losses.

coder which does not use a future frame. Once again we fínd that the

average distortion can be improved by using a future frame, assuming a

future frame is available.

The ranking of decoders here is nearly the same as for those which

do not use a future frame. VLP-abc ($3.6.2) performs better than L-abc

(!j3.6.2). Nl-2-abc (94.6) improves on VLP-abc by an average of 0.23 dB,

and has the lowest average distortion of ail decoders considered in this

thesis.

Finally we consider subjecting combined intra- and inter-frame de-

coders to randomly distributed packet losses. The performance of de-

coders which do not use a future frame is presented in Figure 5.4, and

the performance of decoders which use a future frame is presented in
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--x- L-abc
ê NL-abc, lntra-FoMard

--l- VLP-abc
Ê} Nl-2-abc. Forward

7/
//

.E

2.2 ¿
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5

Packet loss probability

Figure 5.5: Performance of combined ìntra- and inter-frame decoders,
using one future frame, subjected to random losses.

Figure 5.5. The paired LSF decoders, NL-2-ab and Nl-2-abc, perform

best at al1 loss probabilities. In most cases, the decoders have the same

ranking in terms of average distortion at all loss probabilities. We note

one exception, in decoder NL-ab. At low loss probabilities, the perfor-

mance is better with the intra-forward IA. At hìgh loss probabilities, the

performance is better with odd-even splitting. Similar to the situation

with inter-frame decoders, this appears to be due to the intra-forward

IA's greater dependence on adjacent frames, which are more likely to be

missing at higher loss probabilities.

2.8
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Chapter 6

Summary and Gonclusions

This thesis examined the use of MD encoding for LSFs, with applications

to the FS-1016 speech coding standard. The descriptions were designed

to match the bit rate of the quantized LSFs, and to match the performance

of the FS-1016 speech coder when no losses occu¡. We considered two as-

pects of MD system design: a MD encoder r,r'hich generates descriptions

of the quantized LSFs, and a decoder which exploits dependence in the

encoder's output to conceal losses.

Based on the experimental results in Chapter 5, we draw the following

conclusions:

o The odd-even separation scheme is simple and performed well.

Separated LSFs iend themseives well to decoding schemes which

can model the dependence between many LSFs, such as linear de-

coders and GMM-based decoders.

o The proposed IA optirnization techniques for Markov decoders can

lower the average distortion compared to odd-even splitting. The
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greatest gains from optimized IA design were observed with the

memoryless decoder NL-O and with the paired LSF IA.

o Paired LSF indices combíned with the lA optimization techniques

produced the lowest observed disto¡tion in our experiments.

. We found that loss concealment approaches which take advantage

of MDs were more effective than sìngle description techniques,

such as repetition and interpolation.

. As we would expect, decoders which take advantage of more re-

ceived information exhibit better performance. For example, loss

concealment approaches which use a future frame, or neighbouring

LSFs in the same frame, are more effective than approaches which

do not.

. We found that non-linea¡ models, such as the Markov-based de-

coder, can improve loss concealment compared with linear mod-

e1s. However, linear models were more computationally efficient

and usually required less training data than non-linear models with

used the same number of input variables.

o The lowest distortion system encoded paired LSF indices usìng a

MDIA which was optimized using the techniques proposed in this

thesis. The system's decoder is based on the forward-backward a1-

gorithm for hidden Markov models, and accounted for the depen-

dence between LSFs both within a frame and between frames.
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6.1 Future Work

The performance evaluation in this work considered only spectral distor-

tion, u'hich does not necessarily ìndicate the perceived quality. To better

evaluate the systems, a listening test should be performed, in which lis-

teners judge the quality of the decoded speech.

This work considered the use of scalar quantizers only, for the sake of

simplicity. As vector quantizers give much better performance for LSFs

(see for example [26]), one may consider extending the work to VQ. With

a change to VQ, perceptual distortion measures can be used ($2.3.7). We

should examine the impact of such distortion measures on the system

and optimization procedures.

The testing ar-rd optimization procedures considered here assumed

that eacl-r description was placed in its own packet, and that the excitation

parameters are always correctly received. Due to the overhead of packet

headers, placing each description in its own packet increases the system's

bit rate. One may consider other packetization approaches, for example,

combining descriptions ftom two frames, n and n * 1, into one packet.

While considering more practical packetization methods, one may con-

sider methods for generating MD of the excitation parameters as wel1.

This work used the same model of LSFs for al1 speakers. However,

the distribution of LSFs is speaker-dependent, to the exient that LSFs

have been used for speaker recognition [61]. One may consider methods

for adapting the models used by the encode¡ and decoder for different

speakers.
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Appendix A

Training and Testing Data Set

We use DARPA's TIMIT corpus [58] for all the training and testing data in

our work. The TIMIT corpus holds spoken sentences from 630 speakers

in the United States. Ten sentences are recorded for each speaker, for a

total of 6300 recorded sentences.

We use the entire TRÀÌN directory for training data unless stated oth-

erwise, and the entire TEST directory for testing data.

We high-pass filter the wav files, usìng a 6th order IIR Butterworth

filter, with -20 dB attenuation aT 60Hz Next we low-pass filter the wave-

forms. The filter has 3 dB attenuation at 3800 Hz, and -20 dB attenua-

tion at,1 kHz. The waveforms are resampled to 8 kHz.

To generate our testing and training data, we use a FS,1016 CELP

coder, the CELP Voice Coder v3.2c [59]. We modify the program to save

the LSF vectors both before and after quantization.

The resulting training and testing sets were scaled from normaiized

frequencies (0 . . . 1) to the sampling frequency (0 . . ,8 kHz). The input

files for the training and testing sets were concatenated to form one file
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for the training data, and one file for the testir-rg data. The result of these

operations is a,tr07806 x 10 matdx of training data, anC a 172061 x 10

matrix of testing data.



Appendix B

Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing [55] is an algorithm for combinatorial optimization

problems, which approximates the annealing process for materials. An-

nealing is intended to bring atoms into lower-energy configurations. The

process begins by raising the material's temperatLlre. This breaks the

bonds between atoms, and releases them from their initial minima. Next

the temperature ìs carefully lowered. As the temperature drops, less en-

ergy is available to put atoms into higher-energy configurations, so such

configurations become less likely. In simulated anneaiing, the energy is

the value of a cost function we are attempting to minimize, and the tem-

perature is a variable which controls the permitted changes in the cost

function.

In this work, based on [56], the objective is to find an IA matrix Z

which minimizes a cost function. We start with a high temperature ?¡

and a randomiy generated IA matrix. For each iteration, we perturb the

IA by exchanging the position of two randomly-selected matrix elements.

This perturbation may or may not lower the cost function (energy). The
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perturbed system is probabilistically accepted as the new system, based

on its energy E and the temperature of the system ?. if the temperature

is high, increases in energy are more 1ike1y to be accepted. Systems which

decrease the energy are always accepted. After a predetermined number

of new systems are accepted or rejected, the temperature is lowered by a

factor a: ?le*, : aI. The algorithm stops after the temperature reaches a

predefined minimum, 7¡. The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

'7.7,

t 
- 

tO t
E <- GetCost (7) ;
whileT>4do

Accep tCourtt +-- 0 ;
RejectCount +- 0 ;
while AcceptCount < MaxAccept and. RejectCount < Max.Reject
do

Tt < Per:tùrb (I) )

.E' - cetcosr (7') ;

^ç _ lr-t r'\.
\! ù)'

Accept .- (^E < 0) or (uniformRand O < exp(-AE/")) ;
if Accept then

'T '-fl -

tr-tr,'
AcceptCount + I + Acceptcoutlt )

else
RejectCount .- I + Rejectcout'Lt ;

end
end
7.- aT;

end
retur'¡. T )

Algorithm 1: Simulated anneaiing.


